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Abstract?
Unlike English or other western languages, written Chinese does not have explicit boundary 
to delimit words such as blank space. Thus Chinese Word Segmentation (CWS) is the 
fundamental task and an acknowledged problem of Chinese natural language processing. 
CWS is defined as the process of transforming Chinese text from sequences of characters into 
sequences of words.  
In this research project, state of the art of CWS is systematically investigated and the real 
difficulities in CWS research are analyzed; in addition, the work is mainly targeting the 
segmentation ambiguity, proposed a CWS system including two ideas for pre-segmentation, 
ambiguity detection and overlapping ambiguity disambiguation. The character-by-character 
maximum matching method has a better performance than bi-directional maximum matching 
method and Omni-segmentation method, which is able to detect maximum overlapping 
ambiguity string (MOAS) and combination ambiguity string (CAS), at the same time to save 
more cost than Omni-segmentation method. The web-search and rule based disambiguation 
method has a rational performance for MOAS disambiguation, according to the test result, the 
precision rate of MOAS disambiguation is about 89.07% by the web-search method; with two 
rules applied on, the precision rate increases 2.2%.  
Keywords: CWS (Chinese Word Segmentation), MOAS (maximum overlapping ambiguity 
string), CAS (combination ambiguity string), OOV (out-of-vocabulary)  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction?
Chinese is one of the oldest languages in the world; currently there is about 20% of world 
population using Chinese as their first language. According to the 28th Statistical Survey 
Report on Internet Development in China, which was launched on 19th July 2011 by China 
Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC)1, the number of Internet users in China has 
reached 485 million by the end of June 2011. Chinese will become the new dominant 
language of the Internet in a few years.  
In this chapter, I will introduce the background knowledge of Chinese language system and 
the Chinese word in order to bring forward the Chinese word segmentation problem. The 
general conception of Chinese word segmentation is introduced, the research problem and the 
report structure will be provided as well. 
1.1. Background knowledge of Chinese language system 
Chinese was originated from hieroglyphic, it is the only still in-used oldest language, 
archeologists have discovered people carved pictorial symbols on fictile to record important 
events since 8000 years ago. Nowadays, the most well known old Chinese hieroglyphic is 
inscriptions on bones or tortoise shells of the Shang Dynasty (16th – 11th century B.C.), which 
was first discovered in 18992. The table below shows some sample characters of inscriptions 
on oracle bones, traditional Chinese, simple Chinese and Pinyin expression3. 
 I.O.B. T.C. S.C. P.Y.  I.O.B. T.C. S.C. P.Y. 
human  ? ? rén sun  ? ? rì 
eye 
 
? ? mù moon  ? ? yùe 
door  ? ? mén rain  ? ? yǔ 
horse 
 
? ? mǎ water  ? ? shǔi 
mountain  ? ? shān wood  ? ? mù 
Table 1.14 I.O.B.: Inscriptions on oracle bones, T.C.: Traditional Chinese, S.C.: Simple Chinese, P.Y.: Pin Yin 
                                                
1 http://www.cnnic.net.cn/dtygg/dtgg/201107/t20110719_22132.html visited on 25th August 2011 
2 http://www.lib.nankai.edu.cn/gj/showwords.asp?airid=228 visited on 25th August, 2011 
3 Pinyin is the official system to transcribe Chinese characters to teach mandarin Chinese. Most Chinese characters used in this paper will be 
written in pinyin instead of the original written form.?
4 http://www.shufa.org/bbs/thread-77766-1-1.html Chinese character to I.O.B check list, retrivered on 3rd, August, 2011 
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Following thousand years of development, Chinese characters have been developed and 
reformed; many Chinese characters have been invented or abolished. The Xiàn-dài Hàn-yǔ 
Cháng-yòng Zì-biǎo (????????, Chart of Common used Characters of Modern 
Chinese)1 lists 2,500 common used Chinese characters and 1000 less-common used Chinese 
characters. The Xiàn-dài Hàn-yǔ Tōng-yòng Zì-biǎo (????????, Chart of Generally 
Utilized Characters of Modern Chinese)2 lists 7000 Chinese characters that includes the 3,500 
characters from the first chart.  
There is not a certain number of Chinese characters. In 1994, Zhonghua Book Company has 
published a Chinese character dictionary named zhōng-huá zì-hǎi (????, Zhonghua 
Dictionary of Chinese Characters), which consists of 85,568 Chinese characters. It was the 
largest Chinese character dictionary until the Yì-tǐ zì-diǎn (????, The Dictionary of 
Chinese Variant Form)3 was published in 2002, which consists of 106,230 Chinese characters.   
Where there are so many Chinese characters existing, but among those characters, only less 
than 6000 characters are common used, which means a well-educated ordinary Chinese 
knows in average about 6000 Chinese characters. According to the Hàn-yǔ Shuǐ-píng Kǎo-shì 
(??????, Chinese Proficiency Test for Chinese language learners)4, the highest level 
of the test - Level VI, requires knowing 5000 Chinese characters.  
Yǔ-sù (??, meaning: similar as morpheme) is defined as the smallest meaningful unit in 
Chinese language system, meaning that it can not be divided into smaller meaningful units. 
For understanding the meaning of Chinese text, the first step is to identify and comprehend 
each morpheme. In Chinese language system, Hàn-Zì/characters and Yǔ-sù/morphemes are 
not one-to-one correspondence, most Chinese characters are multi-meaningful and some 
characters are meaningless, if only look at the single character without reading the context, it 
is not possible to understand the real meaning precisely. For example, Chinese characters “?” 
(mǎ, meaning: horse) and “?” (hǔ, meaning: tiger), when put the two characters together to 
compose a word, “??” (mǎ-hǔ, meaning: careless) has nothing about either horse or tiger.  
                                                
1 The chart was published by Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China, 
http://202.205.177.9/edoas/website18/40/info16840.htm visited on 15th of March, 2011 
2 The chart was published by Chinese Language and Character Committee,  
http://www.china-language.gov.cn/wenziguifan/shanghi/014c.htm visited on 15th of March, 2011 
3 The dictionary was published by the Ministry of Education of Taiwan, 
http://dict.variants.moe.edu.tw/start.htm visited on 16th of March, 2011 
4 http://english.hanban.org/node_8002.htm official website of Chinese Proficiency Test, visited on 16th of March, 2011 
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Chinese is perhaps a typical isolating language, in which almost every Cí-Yǔ (??, meaning: 
words and expressions) consists of a single morepheme1, so, we could conclude that word is 
the basic meaningful unit for parsing and understanding a Chinese text rather than character.  
Most words are composed of two ~ four characters, but there are still some words that are 
composed of more than four characters, for example, idioms or proper nouns.   
The number of Chinese words is unlimited; consequently, a dictionary that covers all Chinese 
words does not ever exist or will be composed. The Chinese education ministry and State 
language commission published The Report of Chinese Language Status in 20092 on 25th of 
November 2010. This is an annual report about the Chinese language status in the particular 
year; since the first report was published in 2006, the report has been issued five times, The 
Report of Chinese Language Status in 2009 is the fifth and the latest report, which gives a 
good representation and a lot of details about Chinese usage (mainly in mainland of China).   
According to this report, there are 10,204 different characters that occur in the year corpus, 
2,400 high frequently used characters cover 99% content of the corpus; there are totally 
592,414,821 different words occurred, 12,517 highly frequent used words cover 90% content 
of the corpus; from 2005 to 2009, the number of highly frequent used words is around 12,000, 
and 9,933 of them occurred in all 5 years; all the highly frequent used words are composed of 
2,600 common characters, the length of highly frequent used words is between 1 to 9 
(composed with 1 to 9 characters), among them, 80% of highly frequent used words are 
constructed with 2 or 3 characters.  
In fact, the concept of Chinese word is very vague, “word” is alien to Chinese language, it 
was reported that “word” had not been introduced into China until the very beginning of the 
last century [8]. In classical Chinese written system, there was even no boundary between 
sentences due to punctuation system had not yet been introduced at that time. Figure 2.2 
shows the printed page (left) and a hand writing manuscript (right) from the 19th century3.  
                                                
1 http://www.sil.org/linguistics/GlossaryOfLinguisticTerms/WhatIsAnIsolatingLanguage.htm visited on 15th of March 
2 http://www.moe.edu.cn/publicfiles/business/htmlfiles/moe/moe_814/201011/111871.html visited on 17th of March?
3 Classical Chinese was written and read vertically from right to left. Modern Chinese is written and read same as English, horizontally from 
left to right.   
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Figure 1.2 Classical Chinese written form [11] 
The modern Chinese written system adopted the punctuation system; sentence is delimited by 
punctuations. The usage of ‘?’ (called as dòu-hào, ??) in modern Chinese is as same as ‘,’ 
in English, but the using of Chinese comma is really up to the writer, so we may see a 
sentence is split into many segments by ‘?’, and may also see a very long sentence without 
any ‘?’ involved but only a ‘?’ in the end. ‘?’ (called jù-hào,???) is as same as ‘.’ in 
English, which indicates the end of a sentence. Following is a sentence that introduces 
Roskilde University written in Chinese (simplified character).   
??????????? ???? ???????????????????
?? ?? ?????
“Roskilde University was founded in 1972 and located in the eastern part of 
Roskilde, it is about 30 km far from Copenhagen.” 
From the sample sentence, we can see that Chinese sentence is composed of a sequence of 
characters without blank to delimit words but with punctuation symbols to mark the boundary 
of sentence. This leads to the issue of Chinese word segmentation. 
1.2. Chinese word  - from linguistic view 
What is a word in Chinese language? According to Cambridge dictionary, the English word 
“word” is defined as “a single unit of language which has meaning and can be spoken or 
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written”1. The corresponding Chinese translation is “??(Cí-Yǔ)”, according to the Chinese 
dictionary, it is defined as “words and expressions, a joint name of words, phrases and all 
vocabularies”2. This is a very abstract definition. Such as is “???(United Nations)” a 
single word or two words “??(United)” “?(Nations)”? Both viewpoints are correct and 
reasonable; it is just up to the reader to decide.  
In fact “Word” is exotic to Chinese language system. The concept of Chinese “word” is very 
vague. Western people without knowledge of Chinese may be very surprised that even in 
popular Chinese dictionaries there is no entry equivalent to English words “pork (?/swine ?
/meat)”, “beef (?/ox ?/meat)”, “rain (verb ?/drop ?/rain)”, but there are entries equivalent 
to English words “give orders(??)”, “lower limbs (??)”. [8] 
Since there is no standard way of recognizing the Chinese “word”, so the vocabularies may 
differ in different Chinese dictionaries. Ordinary Chinese people may also have different 
perception about “word”. Sproat et al. [25] made an experiment about ordinary Chinese 
people’s perception of “word”, they asked six ordinary Chinese psrticipants to read 100 
Chinese sentences (4372 characters in all) and mark all the words manually, after that, 
compare their results one-to-one. Test results showed that in average only 76% of the text 
they got the same result. Table 1.3 shows the test results, every pair participants compare their 
answers, the numbers in the table are the percentages of same answer that two participants 
both agreed with each other.  
 Participant2 Participant3 Participant4 Participant5 Participant6 
Participant1 0.77 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.70 
Participant2  0.72 0.73 0.71 0.70 
Participant3   0.89 0.87 0.80 
Participant4    0.88 0.82 
Participant5     0.78 
Table 1.3 Test results for perception of Chinese “word” [25] 
Some characteristics of Chinese word and Chinese language system could be summarized as: 
• There are huge numbers of Chinese word existing and new words are generated 
incessantly.  
                                                
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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• Chinese word is lacking morphological changes for different grammatical gender, 
grammatical number and grammatical pronoun, the word itself can not indicate the 
syntactic relation with other words.  
• Word order is strict, sentences with different word order may mean differently.  
• Chinese language is rich of grammatical function words, the function words cannot 
construct sentence independently and their meanings are abstract, but they are very 
frequently used and playing a very important role in Chinese language system, in 
some cases even more important than notional words.  
• Chinese sentences are composed with a string of characters without blanks, there is no 
clear morphological boundary, and words are not identified transparently like in 
English and other western languages.  
1.3. Chinese word segmentation is important and difficult 
Following the rapid development of Internet and information technology, huge amount of on-
line Chinese information has been generated; if we cannot find the information precisely and 
effectively, then all the information will become useless. Obviously, it is not possible to 
process the information manually, so we have to rely on machines help us to process the 
information. Consequently, machine-based natural language processing is playing a 
significant role in the information explosion period.  
There are four stages of Chinese information processing research, character processing, word 
processing, sentence processing and full text processing. Currently, the overall research 
situation of Chinese information processing is in a transition period from character processing 
to sentence processing. The techniques of character processing are reliable and the knowledge 
structure of character processing has been successfully constructed, but only solve the 
character processing cannot meet the requirements for development of Chinese information 
processing, as the fundamental task of further researches, word processing problems have to 
be solved initially, otherwise very limited progress can be made in further stages.  
In Chinese language system, there are explicit delimiters for characters and sentences (Jù-Zi). 
But written Chinese does not mark word boundary such as white space in English and other 
western languages, instead the text is written in form of sequences of characters without any 
white spaces, in another hand, the concept of Chinese “word” is rather vague. Since word can 
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be composed of one or more characters, obviously, it is difficult to know where word should 
be segmented.   
The first and essential step of Chinese language processing is to transform the sequences of 
characters into sequences of reasonable words, such as the sentence “??????????
????????” is segmented into form of “??/(Chinese) ?/(segment) ?/(word) ?
/(is) ??/(Chinese) ??/(natural) ??/(language) ??/(processing) ?/(‘auxiliary word’) 
??/(key) ??/(step)”, which is how the sentence is understood by ordinary Chinese, the 
process of transforming Chinese text from sequences of characters into sequences of words is 
defined as Chinese word segmentation.  
Chinese word segmentation is an acknowledged puzzle and bottleneck of Chinese information 
processing. It is the essential task and plays an important role in Chinese natural language 
understanding, machine translation, information retrieval, language studies and many other 
researching fields [21]. Chinese information processing has high requirements for the 
precision and speed of word segmentation, if this problem can be solved, many other 
problems in Chinese information processing will be solved easily.  
Since 1980s the problem was first introduced, great progress has been made for Chinese word 
segmentation during the past two decades. Many valuable research paper have been published, 
some word segmentation systems have been produced and applied. In 2003, the SIGHAN1 
workshop held the first International Chinese Word Segmentation Bakeoff2 in Sapporo, Japan. 
The bakeoff was an international conference providing a platform for researchers from global 
wide to present their research findings and to compete their research productions with others’ 
in the field of Chinese NLP.   
The second Bakeoff3 took place in 2005 in Jeju Island, Korea. The third Bakeoff4 was held in 
2006 in Sydney, Australia, and the fourth Bakeoff5 took place in Hyderabad, India in 2007. In 
August of 2010, the SIGHAN workshop held the CPS-SIGHAN Joint Conference6 on 
Chinese Language Processing in Beijing, China. From 2003 to 2010, Chinese Word 
                                                
1 SIGHAN, a Special Interest Group of the Association for Computational Linguistics, provides an umbrella for researchers in industry and 
academia working in various aspects of Chinese Language Processing. http://www.sighan.org 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Segmentation was the first ranking and key research topic of the SIGHAN workshops. Since 
then, more and more research institutes and researchers from worldwide were attracted by the 
CWS problem. A golden development period of CWS is coming. 
In western language system such as English white space is the clear boundary to delimit 
words, therefore, word segmentation does not appear to be a problem. On the other hand, the 
compound word identification seems to be a NLP in languages such as Danish or German that 
is similar as CWS problem.  
English is more strict, it is not legal to directly put words together as one compound word 
without any delimiter such as blank or ‘-’, for example the compound word “out-of-
vocabulary” can not be written as “outofvocabulary”. But in Danish or German, it is allowed 
and acknowledged to compose words together as one compound word without blank or “-”, 
for example a Danish compound word “sporvognsskinneskidtskraber”, means “a person who 
is scrapping the dirt on the track”, which is composed with five Danish words “spor, vogns, 
skinne, skidt, skraber”; or a German compound word “Unzustellbarkeitsbenachrichtigung”, 
means “undeliverable notification”. The compound word identification problem is similar as 
CWS problem, but in Chinese language, the length of text is much longer than the length of 
compound word in Danish or German, and the Chinese characters are lacking of 
morphological changes. In the other hand, the number of Chinese characters is much more 
than the number of letters in western languages (e.g. 26 letters in English, 29 letters in 
Danish), the way of structuring a Chinese dictionary is very different than structuring an 
English or Danish dictionary.    
All in all, we could summarize that in CWS research field, we could draw on experience from 
the researches of western languages, but they cannot be directly applied on CWS. For further 
researches in Chinese NLP, CWS problem has to be solved primarily. 
1.4. Research problems 
The key interest of this project is finding the possible solutions for improving the 
performance of current Chinese word segmentation methods. The main research problem is: 
How to improve the Chinese word segmentation in order to approach higher precision 
rate? 
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Three sub-questions are: 
1. Why Chinese word segmentation is so important and difficult? 
2.What are the main problems restrict the development of Chinese word segmentation? 
3. What is the state of the art of Chinese word segmentation? 
1.5. Report organization 
Chapter 1 
In the first chapter, background knowledge regarding the Chinese language system and the 
general conception of Chinese word is provided. General knowledge of CWS is introduced, 
and the research problems are listed as well. 
Chapter 2 
The general information regarding the state of the art of CWS is provided in chapter 2; 
knowledge about the conception of three typical segmentation approaches: lexicon-based 
approach, statistical-based approach and understanding-based approach are introduced. The 
evaluation criteria and key problems in CWS are presented.  
Chapter 3 
In chapter 3, the two types of segmentation ambiguities – overlapping segmentation 
ambiguity and combinational segmentation ambiguity are introduced, some typical methods 
for detecting and disambiguating are explained in details. Furthermore, the general knowledge 
about true ambiguity and Out of Vocabulary (OOV) problem is mentioned.  
Chapter 4 
In order to improve the word segmentation, some ideas are proposed in chapter 4. The 
conception of an integrated word segmentation system is introduced, which includes pre-
segmentation and ambiguity detection module, proper noun detection module and 
disambiguation module. A character-by-character maximum matching pre-segmentation & 
ambiguity detection method, and a web-search & rule-based method for maximum 
overlapping ambiguity string (MOAS) disambiguation is proposed. Some tests based on web 
search machine are made maunally.  
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Chapter 5 
In the last chapter, the work is concluded, further more, some suggestions about the future 
development of CWS and improvement of key problems are put forward, proposals for future 
work are provided as well.  
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Chapter 2 
Survey of Chinese Word Segmentation 
In this chapter, the general information about the state of the art of Chinese word 
segmentation is introduced; knowledge regarding the conception of three typical segmentation 
approaches: lexicon-based approach, statistical-based approach and understanding-based 
approach are afforded. In the last part of this chapter, the evaluation criteria and key problems 
in Chinese word segmentation are mentioned.  
2.1. State of the art 
Following over three-decade’s development of information technology, computer and Internet 
have been widely used by publics, therefore, knowledge and information is spread quickly 
and widely, especially following the rapid development of Chinese economy, the amount of 
Chinese information is exploding. How to efficiently process such huge amount of 
information is becoming a key interest for information technology researchers, in this 
research field, Chinese NLP is playing an important role.  
As the basic task of Chinese language processing, word segmentation has been widely applied 
on information retrieval, Chinese intelligent input method, machine translation, Chinese 
proofreading, automatic summarization, automatic classification and so on [1]. Since it is so 
important in Chinese NLP, we will pay more attention on this issue. Since the beginning of 
1980s, many linguists and computer scientists have found out the problem and started 
researching on this problem, so far there are many word segmentation systems have been 
developed and applied.  
CDWS system is the first applied Chinese word segmentation system which was developed 
by Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics in 1983. Other early word 
segmentation systems include ABWS system, which was invented by Shanxi University; 
CASS word segmentation system was created by Beijing University of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics in 1988; and written Chinese automatic word segmentation expert system, which 
was developed by Modern Education Institute of Beijing Normal University in 1991 [47].   
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Thereafter, some typical systems were developed, including Tsinghua University SEG and 
SEGTAG word segmentation system, Fudan University word segmentation system, Harbin 
Institute of Technology statistical word segmentation system, Hangzhou University MM word 
segmentation system, and word segmentation system developed by Institute of Computational 
Linguistics, Peking University, and so on [47]. 
ICTCLAS (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Lexical Analysis System) was 
developed by Institute of Computer Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, the latest 
version of the system was released in December of 2010, which is named ICTCLAS 2011, so 
far, it is one of the best Chinese lexical analysis systems and it’s segmentation precision rate 
is claimed to be about 98.45%1.  
Except research institutes, many commercial IT companies are also doing researches in CWS, 
such as Google, Baidu2, Microsoft etc., CWS is applied on web search engines (Google.com 
etc.), machine translators (google translator etc.), office softwares (Microsoft Office etc.), 
Chinese PinYin input methods (Google Chinese PinYin input method etc.) and so on.    
In the past two decades, many word segmentation algorithms have been introduced and the 
research is continuous, since 2003 the SIGHAN workshop held the 1st International Chinese 
Word Segmentation Bakeoff3, until August 2010 the SIGHAN workshop held the First CIPS-
SIGHAN Joint Conference on Chinese Language4, word segmentation was the first ranking 
topic for international researchers to evaluate their new algorithms and to compete with 
others’, which is drawing growing interest from more and more researchers around the world, 
the word segmentation systems have achieved high performance when training data and 
testing data that are from the same domain, and the out-of-vocabulary recall was improved 
[36].  
Nowadays, most of applied Chinese word segmentation systems can be classified into three 
sorts: lexicon-based approach, understanding-based approach and statistics-based approach. 
                                                
1 http://ictclas.org/ictclas_feature.html the official website of ICTCLAS, visited on 30th of March. 
2 http://www.baidu.com the biggest Chinese web search engine.  
3 http://www.sighan.org/bakeoff2003  
4 http://www.cipsc.org.cn/clp2010/index.htm CLP2010 official website, visited on 18th of May. 
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2.2. Conception of lexicon-based approach 
Lexicon-based approach is also named mechanical word segmentation approach, or string 
matching based word segmentation approach. This approach requires a well-prepared lexicon 
with sufficient amount of lexical entries, which should cover as many as possible Chinese 
words [3]. The principle is to compare Chinese character strings with the vocabulary entries, 
if one string is matched with one entry from the lexicon, record this string as one word 
segment and continue with the rest text. Depends on the different scanning directions, the 
approach is divided into forward maximum matching method (scanning text from left to right), 
reverse maximum matching method (scanning text from right to left) and bi-directional 
maximum matching method. Rely on the different conditions of string length for preferential 
matching; the approach is classified as maximum matching method and minimum matching 
method. There are two typical methods that are commonly used - forward maximum 
matching method and reverse maximum matching method.  
2.2.1. Maximum Matching Method1 
The concept of this method is, firstly, find the entry with maximum length (number of 
characters) from the lexicon, define the length as MaxL, scan the text from the first left 
character, take MaxL characters, compare with the vocabulary entries, if matched with one 
entry, record this string as one word segment, otherwise, take out the rightmost character and 
compare with vocabulary entries again, do the same steps until matched with one entry or 
only one character left. Repeat all steps to process the rest text until all text is processed. The 
following chart shows the process of this method. 
                                                
1 Knowledge representation based on Weidong Zhan’s course note for “Chinese information processing” 
http://ccl.pku.edu.cn/doubtfire/Course/Chinese%20Information%20Processing/2002_2003_1.htm visited on 28th of March, 2011  
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Chart 2.1, working process of Maximum Matching Method [38] 
Example: 
The sentence S1= ‘???????’(meaning: Henning is a professor). 
Define the maximum word length MaxL = 4, S2 = “” 
Suppose the lexicon = “…, ??, ????, …” 
(1) S2 = “”, S1 is not empty, take 4 characters from left of S1, W= “????”; 
(2) W is not matched, take out the rightmost character, W= “???”; 
(3) W is not matched, take out the rightmost character, W= “??”; 
(4) W is matched, add W into S2, S2=“??/”, take out W from S1, S1=“?????”; 
(5) S1 is not empty, take 4 characters from left side of S1, W=“????”; 
(6) W is not matched, take out the rightmost character, W=“???”; 
(7) W is not matched, take out the rightmost character, W=“??”; 
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(8) W is not matched, take out the rightmost character, W=“?”, length of W is 1, add W 
into S2, S2=“??/ ?/”, take out W from S1, S1=“????”; 
(9) S1 is not empty, take 4 characters from left side of S1, W=“????”; 
(10) W is matched, add W into S2, S2=“??/ ?/ ????/”, take out W from S1, S1=“”; 
(11) S1 is empty, end, S2=“??/ ?/ ????/”. 
2.2.2. Reverse Maximum Matching Method 
The princple of this method is similar as forward maximum matching method; it is the reverse 
thinking of forward maximum matching method. Which reads the text from right to left, 
compare the character strings with vocabulary entries, if one string is matched, record this 
character string as one word segment, otherwise, take out the leftmost character and compare 
with vocabulary entries until matched with one entry or only one character left. Repeat the 
steps until the whole text is processed.  According to Long et al. [19], statistical results show 
that, the error rate of this method is 1/245, better than maximum matching method’s 1/169.  
Example: 
The sentence S1= ‘???????’(meaning: Henning is a professor). 
Define the maximum word length MaxL = 4, S2 = “” 
Suppose the lexicon = “…,??,????,…” 
(1) S2 = “”, S1 is not empty, take 4 characters from right of S1, W= “????”; 
(2) W is matched, add W into S2, S2=“????/”, take out W from S1, S1=“???”; 
(3) S1 is not empty, and length of S1 = 3, take the rest 3 characters from S1, W=“???”; 
(4) W is not matched, take out the leftmost character of W, W=“??”; 
(5) W is not matched, take out the leftmost character of W, W=“?”, length of W is 1, add 
W into S2, S2=“?/ ????/”, take out W from S1, S1=“??”; 
(6) S1 is not empty, take the rest 2 characters from S1, W=“??”; 
(7) W is matched with, add W into S2, S2=“??/ ?/ ????/”, take out W from S1, 
S1=“”; 
(8) S1 is empty, end, S2=“??/ ?/ ????/”. 
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There are also some other lexicon-based methods, such as bi-directional maximum matching 
method, Omni-segmentation method and so on. Bi-directional maximum matching method is 
combining the forward maximum matching method and reverse maximum matching method, 
due to this, the method is easy to use for detecting ambiguous character strings, in this report I 
will introduce how this method could be used to detect segmentation ambiguities in next 
chapter. Lexicon based word segmentation approach is easy to be implemented (based on the 
prepared dictionary), so it is used popularly. But there are still some disadvantages.  
Firstly, the limitation of the lexicon, obviously, there can either exit or will be composed such 
a large lexicon which as required should cover all the Chinese words. Secondly, the 
dictionary-based segmentation approach does not perform well for segmentation ambiguity 
problem. 
2.3. Conception of statistical-based approach 
Statistical-based approach is also known as training-corpus-based approach. Generally, if 
adjacent characters frequently occur, the character string is likely to be a word. Hence, the 
occurrence probability of a character string might indicate the possibility of the character 
string to be a word. The principle of statistical-based approach could be summarized as, check 
up a training corpus, count the occurrence frequency of sequential characters, and caculated 
the probability. For example, a corpus is composed with N characters, character A occurs NA 
times, and character B occurs NB times, the probability of occurrence of character A is 
P(A)=NA/N, the probability of occurrence of character B is P(B)=NB/N, and the occurrence of 
character A and character B fit together in form of “AB” is about 
P(A) × P(B) × N =
NA
N
×
NB
N
=
NA × NB
N
 times, if “AB” occurs NAB times in fact, then we 
could define a correlation of character A and B: 
CAB =
NAB
NA × NB
N
=
NAB × N
NA × NB
 
If CAB is greater than a predefined threshold value, which means the probability of occurrence 
of “AB” in practice is much greater than the product of probability of character A and the 
probability of character B, very probably, string AB is a word [1]. 
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The statistical-based word segmentation approach requires a well-prepared training corpus, 
uses statistical models such as mutual information, N-gram, HMM, Maximum Entropy etc.[1], 
these statistical models process word segmentation based on the probability information of 
characters occurrence. These days, some researchers have tried to integrate the statistical-
based method and lexicon-based method to deal with the word segmentation problem, such as 
[4][14], combining the advantages of both methods to improve the word segmentation seems 
become a mainstream research direction.  
2.4. Conception of understanding-based approach 
The concept of understanding-based approach was proposed to let the machine simulate the 
process of human being understand the language, so it is also named artificial-intelligence-
based approach. The princple is based on syntax, parsing and semantic analysis, by analyzing 
the context to carry on the word segmentation; it requires a mass of linguistic knowledge and 
information [19].  
There are mainly two proposed understanding-based methods, expert system word 
segmentation method and neural network word segmentation method.  
Because the understanding-based approach is trying to simulate how human brain understand 
and segment the text, theoretically, it is the optimal word segmentation method. Currently, 
many researchers are concentrating on researching of understanding-based approach. In 
another hand, due to the complexity of Chinese linguistic knowledge, it is difficult to 
transform linguistic knowledge to machine-readable rules. So this sort of segmentation 
method is still in the exploring stage. However, it is a possible future development direction 
of Chinese word segmentation.  
2.5. Evaluation Criteria of word segmentation system 
Precision and speed are two key factors for evaluating a word segmentation system, the 
SIGHAN bakeoff use five criteria to evaluate the precision of word segmentation system: 
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precision rate, recall rate, integrated measure, OOV (Out of Vocabulary) recall rate and IV 
(In Vocabulary) recall rate1. 
Recall rate, R, is the proportion of total number of words that were correctly segmented to the 
total number of words in the reference2. 
 
Precision rate, P, is the proportion of total number of words that were correctly segmented to 
the total number of words that were segmented3. 
 
    
Precision rate and recall rate are somehow opposite, higher the precision rate will cause lower 
recall rate, and likewise, higher the recall rate will lower the precision rate, in order to balance 
the two criteria, researchers introduced the integrated measure, F-measure, only when both 
precision rate and recall rate get higher, the F-measure get higher, otherwise the F-measure 
will not increase or perhaps decrease [21]. 
 Fβ =
(β2 +1) × P × R
β2 × P + R
 
β is a weight factor, which stands for the ratio of weightiness of precision and recall.  If we 
consider precision rate and recall rate are equal weightiness, then β=1, we can have the 
common used integrated measure F1-measure: 
F1 −measure =
2 × P × R
P + R
 
SIGHAN bakeoff introduced two extra criteria, OOV recall rate – aiming at the performance 
of OOV identification, and IV recall rate. OOV recall rate, ROOV, is the proportion of total 
                                                
1 http://www.cipsc.org.cn/clp2010/task1_en.htm visited on 16th June, 2010 
2 http://www.cipsc.org.cn/clp2010/task1_en.htm visited on 16th June, 2010 
3 http://www.cipsc.org.cn/clp2010/task1_en.htm visited on 16th June, 2010?
R =
The_ number_of _words_ that _ are_correctly _ segmented
The_ number_of _words_ in _ the_ reference
P =
The_ number_of _words_ that _ are_correctly _ segmented
The_ number _of _words_ that _ are_ segmented
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number of OOV words that were correctly segmented to the total number of OOV words in 
the reference. The standard answer is the segmentation result of the testing text that 
predefined by the SIGHAN workshop.   
ROOV =
The_ number _of _OOV _words_ that _ are_correctly _ segmented
The_ number _of _OOV _words_ in _ the_ reference
 
IV recall rate, RIV, is the proportion of total number of IV words that were correctly 
segmented to the total number of IV words in the reference [21]. 
RIV =
The_ number _of _ IV _words_ that _ are_correctly _ segmented
The_ number _of _ IV _words_ in _ the_ reference
 
Generally, the speed of word segmentation system is evaluated by amount of text processed 
per second (KB/s or M/s), but in the academia, most researchers focus on the accuracy of the 
system, and SIGHAN bakeoff also evaluates the precision but not the speed. In some fields, 
such as web search engine, has a high requirement for the speed, the processing speed should 
be higher than 1M/s in order to meet the requirements of real-time searching [21]. 
SIGHAN provides an open, authoritative platform for evaluating the performance of Chinese 
word segmentation systems, which gives a good representation of the overall research status. 
SIGHAN evaluation provides two evaluation tests; closed test and open test, participant may 
decide which test to participate. In the closed test, participant “may only use training material 
from the training data for the particular corpus you are testing on, no other material or 
knowledge is allowed1”. In the open test, participant “will be allowed to train on the training 
set for a particular corpus, and in addition you may use any other material including material 
from other training corpus, proprietary dictionaries, material from the WWW and so forth2”. 
Table 2.2 ~ 2.5 show the best evaluation results (F1) in the four bakeoffs from 2003 to 2007, 
and table 2.6 shows CIPS-SIGHAN 2010 top performance on every subtask, domain, and 
track.  
 
                                                
1 http://www.sighan.org/bakeoff2005/data/instructions.php.htm visited on 25th June, 2011 
2 http://www.sighan.org/bakeoff2005/data/instructions.php.htm visited on 25th June, 2011 
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Corpus source Type of test F1 
City University of Hong Kong Closed test 0.940 
Open test 0.956 
Academia Sinica, Taiwan Closed test 0.961 
Open test 0.904 
University of Pennsylvania Closed test 0.881 
Open test 0.912 
Peiking University Closed test 0.951 
Open test 0.959 
Table 2.2. SIGHAN 2003 (Japan) 
 
Corpus source Type of test F1 
City University of Hong Kong Closed test 0.943 
Open test 0.962 
Academia Sinica, Taiwan Closed test 0.952 
Open test 0.952 
Microsoft Research Institute Asia Closed test 0.964 
Open test 0.972 
Peiking University Closed test 0.950 
Open test 0.969 
Table 2.3. SIGHAN 2005 (Korea) 
 
Corpus source Type of test F1 
City University of Hong Kong Closed test 0.972 
Open test 0.977 
Academia Sinica, Taiwan Closed test 0.958 
Open test 0.959 
Microsoft Research Institute Asia Closed test 0.963 
Open test 0.979 
University of Pennsylvania Closed test 0.933 
Open test 0.944 
Table 2.4. SIGHAN 2006 (Australia) 
 
Corpus source Type of test F1 
City University of Hong Kong Closed test 0.951 
Open test 0.970 
Academia Sinica, Taiwan Closed test 0.947 
Open test 0.956 
Shanxi University Closed test 0.962 
Open test 0.974 
State Language Commission, China Closed test 0.941 
Open test 0.976 
Table 2.5. SIGHAN 2007 (India) 
 
 
Table 2.6. CIPS-SIGHAN 2010 top performance on every subtask, domain, and track (S=simplified Chinese test, T=traditional Chinese test, 
L=literature, C=computer, M=medicine, F=finance) [36] 
From the evaluation results we could experience that, even the research of word segmentation 
has made great advances during these years, but the precision rate was not improved 
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significantly. On the other hand, the size of SIGHAN training corpus is small compare with 
the real case Chinese information amount, and the OOV words proportion in the corpus is low, 
around 2%-8% [21]. If apply the systems into open language environment, the performance 
would be lower than it was performed in the SIGHAN test. Therefore, there is still a lot of 
work to do in order to improve the word segmentation performance.  
2.6. Key problems in Chinese word segmentation 
Even so many methods and systems are invented and applied, they are more or less 
inadequate, therefore CWS is still a problem of Chinese information processing technology 
development, because there are mainly three problems restricted the development of CWS: 
Chinese information resources construction, segmentation ambiguity disambiguation and out 
of vocabulary problem. 
The development of CWS cannot do without Chinese language information resources; the 
construction of Chinese language information resources is an absolutely necessary 
groundwork in the research field. The Chinese language information resources include 
standard of Chinese word segmentation, common words vocabulary, segmented and part-of-
speech labeled corpus, and large-scale unprocessed corpus (raw corpus) [21] 
If compare with the quality and amount of English language information resources, we can 
see the lack of Chinese information resources.  Great success has been made for English 
information resources, such as the BROWN corpus1 developed by Brown University US; the 
LOB corpus2 developed by Lancaster University UK, Oslo University Norway, and Bergen 
University Norway; the LDC corpus3 developed by University of Pennsylvania US. The size 
and quality of the corpuses are widely accepted by academia, which became acknowledged 
research resources and platform for global researchers, the researches based on the corpuses 
have greatly improved the English NLP. 
In the construction of Chinese language information resources, even a lot of works have been 
done, but the word segmentation standard, Chinese general word dictionary and part-
                                                
1 http://khnt.aksis.uib.no/icame/manuals/brown/ visited on 26th June, 2011 
2 http://khnt.hit.uib.no/icame/manuals/lob/ visited on 26th June, 2011 
3 http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/ visited on 26th June, 2011?
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of0speech tagged corpus have still not came into being an acknowledged resource. Because 
we are facing several difficult problems in Chinese linguistics, such as the difference among 
word, morpheme and phrase is unclear; there is not a standard for word classification etc. 
These unsolved problems restrict the construction of Chinese information resources. 
Segmentation ambiguity and OOV problem are other two unsolved problems. Segmentation 
ambiguity is caused by incorrect word segmentation or Chinese word sense ambiguity, even 
some exploring researches are mainly aiming at the overlapping ambiguity, and some ideas 
have been introduced, but there is still not a good enough solution available. The combination 
ambiguity and true ambiguity are not improved.  
OOV identification is acknowledged to be the main factor that lowers the performance of 
current CWS systems. According to the bakeoff paper “High OOV Recall Chinese Word 
Segmenter” from CIPS-SIGHAN Joint Conference on Chinese Language Processing 2010, 
the OOV recall rate is only 0.643 – 0.871 [35]. If the tests were made in open language 
environment with higher proportion OOV words, the recall rate would be lower. 
The three problems are so important in CWS research; consequently, for the purpose of 
improving the performance of current CWS, these three problems have to be improved in 
advance.  
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Chapter 3 
Disambiguation and OOV problem 
High accuracy and reasonable processing speed are two basic requirements for evaluating a 
word segmentation system, which could directly indicate the validity and scientificity of a 
system. There are mainly two problems that affect the accuracy of a word segmentation 
system, segmentation ambiguity and the out of vocabulary (OOV) problem. Thus to increase 
the accuracy of word segmentation we need to improve the disambiguation and OOV 
identification.  
In this chapter I mainly explain two types word segmentation ambiguities – overlapping 
segmentation ambiguity and combinational segmentation ambiguity, some typical methods 
for detecting and disambiguating segmentation ambiguity are provided in details. Furthermore, 
the general knowledge about true ambiguity and OOV problem is mentioned.  
3.1. Segmentation ambiguity 
In general, if we consider a sentence that has more than one potential segmentation, we define 
it as segmentation ambiguity. By using a mathematical model to represent the ambiguity 
problem, we assume a sentence S is composed with Chinese character strings S1, S2,…, S10, 
this sentence has several potential segmentations, for example: 
S   = S1S2/ S3S4/ S5S6S7/ S8S9S10/ 
S’  = S1/ S2S3S4/ S5S6S7/ S8S9/ S10/ 
S” = S1S2/ S3S4/ S5S6S7/ S8/ S9S10 / 
The ambiguous character strings in sentence S are S1S2S3S4 and S8S9S10.  
The segmentation ambiguity is one of the main problems in CWS. In 1987, Liang [16] first 
introduced this problem, by researching and analyzing the problem systematically; he defined 
two types of segmentation ambiguities, the overlapping segmentation ambiguity and the 
combinational segmentation ambiguity [16]. Other than these two types of ambiguity, there is 
the third type of ambiguity, which we named true ambiguity. The true ambiguity is the real 
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ambiguity; even ordinary Chinese people cannot understand it’s meaning precisely without 
reading the full-text.   
According to [37], true ambiguity is less than 5% of all ambiguities; other 95% of ambiguity 
is segmentation ambiguity and OOV problem caused. According to [16], by counting a 
training corpus with 48092 Chinese characters that consists of nature science and social 
science information, 518 overlapping segmentation ambiguities and 42 combinational 
segmentation ambiguities were found. Liang concluded that the frequency occurrence of 
segmentation ambiguity is about 1.2 times per 100 characters, the occurrence proportion of 
overlapping segmentation ambiguity and combinational segmentation ambiguity is about 12 : 
1.   
3.1.1. Overlapping segmentation ambiguity 
If there is a sequential string of characters ‘overlaptop’ without white space, it is hard to tell it 
is ‘overlap top’ or ‘over laptop’, that is how overlapping ambiguity occur in Chinese word 
segmentation. Assume a Chinese character string S1S2S3 has potential segmentations S1S2/ S3/ 
and S1/ S2S3/, the four character strings S1, S3, S1S2 and S2S3 are all vocabulary entries; S1S2S3 
is defined as an overlapping ambiguity character string.  
For example, ‘??(biǎo-miàn)’ is a noun word meaning surface, ‘??(miàn-di)’ is also a 
noun word meaning taxi, so the character string ‘???(biǎo-miàn-de)’ can be segmented as 
‘??/ ?’ or ‘?/ ??’, in Chinese language, character ‘?’ in most cases is used as an 
auxiliary word1, when adding this character after by a noun word, it is likely transforming a 
noun word into an adjective word, similar as what we use ‘-ful’ in English. Obviously, the 
first segmentation is correct, ‘??(surface)?(-ful)’ is an adjective word, the second 
segmentation ‘?(wristwatch)/ ??(taxi)/’ does not make any sense, so it is incorrect. This is 
an example of overlapping segmentation ambiguity.  
Sproat et al. [25] gave a sample sentence of overlapping ambiguity, “????????” 
(How to say ‘octopus’ in Japanese?). In this sentence, first four characters compose five 
different potential words, “?(rì, meaning: Japan/ sun)”, “??(rì-wén, meaning: Japanese 
                                                
1 In this case, “?” is pronounced as “de”. 
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language)”, “??(wén-zhāng, meaning: essay)”, “??(zhāng-yú, meaning: octopus)” and 
“?(yú, meaning: fish)”, hence this sentence has two potential segmentations, but only one of 
which is correct.  
??/rì-wén   ??/zhāng-yú  ??/zěn-me     ??/shuō 
Japanese/         octopus/               how/                 say/ 
?/rì     ??/wén-zhāng      ?/yú    ??/zěn-me    ??/shuō 
Japan/          essay/                fish/         how/              say/ 
Obviously, only the first segmentation is correct and reasonable, the second segmentation is a 
typical lexicon-based segmentation mistake. 
An important factor in overlapping ambiguity is called chain length, which is defined as the 
number of overlapping ambiguity strings [38]. For example, in the character string “ABC”, 
“AB” is a word, “BC” is another word, so “ABC” is called one chain. If “CD” is also a word, 
the chain length of “ABCD” is 2. Following are some samples with different chain length: 
 
Figure 3.1 Overlapping ambiguities with different chain length [38] 
Maximum overlapping ambiguity string (MOAS) is defined as the overlapping ambiguity 
string S that cannot be expanded to a larger ambiguity string which cover S. For example, “?
??” and “????” are both overlapping ambiguity string, but “???” is part of “??
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??”, so “???” is not a MOAS; “????” is not covered by any other overlapping 
ambiguity strings, therefore, “????” is a MOAS. 
3.1.2. Combinational segmentation ambiguity 
The word ‘breakfast’ means the first meal of a day, but it could also be viewed as two words 
‘break’ and ‘fast’, imagining that if there is no white space in English language, how could 
we know the real meaning of the sequential string ‘breakfast’? This is the case of how 
combination ambiguity occurs in Chinese.  Define that a Chinese character string S1S2 can be 
segmented into S1/ S2/or S1S2/, if S1, S2 and S1S2 are all vocabulary entries, the character 
string S1S2 is defined as combinational ambiguous character string.  
For example, the word ‘??(mǎ-shàng)’ means immediately, but in another case, if look at 
the two single characters, ‘?’ means horse, ‘?’ means top, in the following sentence, ‘??’ 
occurs twice,  but they mean different and should be segmented in different way. 
?/tā  ??/mǎ-shàng   ?/jiù   ?/cóng      ?/mǎ      ?/shàng     ??/xià-lái  
He/      immediately/        will/      from/       horse/       top/           come down/ 
Meaning: He will comedown from the horseback immediately.  
The character string “??” is a combinational ambiguous string, the segmentation [?/ ?/ 
?/ ?/ ?/ ??/ ??/] is incorrect.   
Researchers have different perceptions about the combinational segmentation ambiguity. Liu 
& Wang [18] concluded that the occurrence proportion of overlapping segmentation 
ambiguity and combinational segmentation ambiguity is about 1:22 by analyzing a training 
corpus with 17547 Chinese characters, this conclusion is quite different with Liang’s [16], as 
mentioned before, he concluded the occurrence proportion of overlapping segmentation 
ambiguity and combination segmentation ambiguity is about 12:1 by counting a training 
corpus with 48092 Chinese characters.   
From my point of view either they understood the combinational segmentation ambiguity 
differently, or the definition of combinational segmentation ambiguity that have been given in 
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the beginning is imprecise. From Liu & Wang’s [18] point of view, if S1, S2, S1S2 are all 
vocabulary entries, they consider S1S2 is a combinational ambiguous string.  
From Liang’s [16] point of view, S1S2 is combination ambiguity if S1, S2, S1S2 are all 
vocabulary entries, in addition, there must be at least one possibility in real case that the 
segmentation [S1/ S2/] is correct in both syntax and semantics.  
In Chinese language system, over 2000 single characters can be used as word individually, 
two or more characters compose a new word that might have different meaning, which means 
if the combinational segmentation ambiguity is not defined precisely, many of more-than-one 
character words can be viewed as combinational ambiguity string. That will increase the 
workload and difficulty for disambiguation, many researchers have noticed this point, from 
most of the latest reports, and most researchers agreed that, the character string S1S2 is 
considered as a combinational ambiguity string if S1, S2, S1S2 are all vocabulary entries and at 
same time there must exist at least one possibility that the segmentation [S1/ S2/] is correct in 
both syntax and semantics.    
The word “??(mǎ-hǔ)” that has been mentioned means careless, “?” means horse, “?” 
means tiger, they are both vocabulary entries, but the only correct segmentation is “??/”, 
segmentation “/ ?/ ?/” can not be true in the real case. Notice that “horse and tiger” is 
represented as “???” or “???” in Chinese; in sentence such as “???(Obama)/ ??
(the year of tiger)/ ??(speech)/” (Obama’s speech in the year of tiger), string “??” occurs 
and two characters do not belong to one word, but the two characters are not used as 
independent words, it is an overlapping ambiguity string. The string has the only 
segmentation which is correct in syntax cannot be viewed as a CAS. 
3.1.3. True ambiguity 
Other than combinational ambiguity and overlapping ambiguity, there is the third type 
ambiguity, which is caused by Chinese language itself, in which evenordinary Chinese cannot 
precisely tell the real meaning of an individual sentence, the meaning can only be understood 
based on the context, we call it the true ambiguity. For example the sentence “??????
?”. The sentence has two potential segmentations. 
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??/Ping-pang      ??/qíu-pāi   ?/mài   ?/wán  ?/le 
ping-pong/                racket/            sell/        out/      (auxiliary word)/ 
“Ping-pong racket has been sold out” 
??/Ping-pang       ?/qíu   ??/pāi-mài      ?/wán  ?/le 
ping-pong/   ball/   auction sell/     out/   (auxiliary word)/ 
“Ping-pong ball has been sold by auction” 
Both segmentations are reasonable and correct; it is not possible to tell the real meaning 
without knowing the full text. Therefore, it is almost not possible to have a method to 
disambiguate the true ambiguity for a separate sentence or character string, the context has to 
be analyzed in order to find the correct segmentation.    
3.2. Segmentation ambiguity detection 
There are two steps to treat ambiguity in CWS, first is to detect the ambiguity then to 
disambiguate. Bi-directional maximum matching method and Omni-segmentation method are 
two typical methods for detecting ambiguity. 
3.2.1. Bi-directional maximum matching method 
One method for detecting the overlapping ambiguous character string is bi-directional 
maximum matching method, this method segments the sentence twice by using forward and 
backward maximum matching methods, if the results are not the same, ambiguity occurs. For 
example ‘?????’ (product and service), which includes five potential words ‘??’ 
(product), ‘??’ (service), ‘??’ (kimono), ‘?’ (and), ‘?’ (affair), the two segmentations 
are: 
Forward maximum matching:      ??/          ??/     ?   
                                                    Product/    kimono/    affair 
Backward maximum matching:   ??/      ?/     ?? 
                                                   Product/     and/  service/   
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The different segment is ‘???’, and it is detected to be an overlapping ambiguity string. 
According to the statistical data by Sun & Benjamin [27], 90% of Chinese text, forward and 
backward maximum matching methods have the same and correct segmentation results; 9% 
of Chinese text, forward and backward maximum matching methods have different results, 
but at lest one of them is correct (ambiguity detection success); with the rest 1% Chinese text, 
forward maximum matching and backward maximum matching methods have the same but 
incorrect segmentation results (ambiguity detection fail) [29].  
The bi-directional maximum matching method is easy to implement and the speed is faster 
than other methods, so it is very popularly used in current word segmentation systems, 
especially for some systems that require high processing speed, such as web search engines 
etc., according to Cao [1], Baidu is using bi-directional maximum matching method. 
Even though, the bi-directional maximum matching method has detection blind spot, which 
means some overlapping ambiguities that cannot be identified. Bi-directional maximum 
matching method can only detect the overlapping ambiguity string with odd chain length but 
not with even chain length. For example, sentence ‘?????????(when atoms unite 
to form molecule)’ [2] has the same results by forward maximum matching method and 
backward maximum matching method: 
?/      ??/   ??/       ??/       ?? 
when/ atom/   unite/ component/ midnight 
But the correct segmentation is:    
?/      ??/   ??? ?/    ??/        ? 
when/    atom/   unite/   form/ molecule/ (?…??means when) 
The MOAS is , its chain length is 4. When the chain length of overlapping 
segments is even, forward maximum matching method and backward maximum matching 
method always have the same result, if the segmentation is wrong, the error could not be 
found, therefore the bi-directional maximum matching method is not the best solution for 
overlapping ambiguity. On the other hand, because the long word is preferentially selected 
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than the shorter one, for the combinational ambiguity strings, the bi-directional maximum 
method always select the long potential segment as the final segmentation, so the 
combinational ambiguity cannot be detected.  
3.2.2. Omni-Segmentation method 
Another valuable method is called Omni-Segmentation, which was first introduced by Ma in 
1996 [20], this method could also be used for ambiguity detection. The conception of this 
method is to find all potential vocabulary entries of the given text, construct all potential 
segmentations, which avoid detection blind spot, by using this method with the previous 
example ‘?????????’, it looks for all potential words and lists all following 
potential segmentation paths (one path is one potential segmentation, e.g. ?-??-??-?-
??-??is one segmentation path): 
?
Based on the found potential paths, the overlapping ambiguity string ‘??????’ could 
be detected. This method can be used to detect all potential ambiguities. But the disadvantage 
of this method is the efficiency is low for longer text, due to the characteristics of Chinese 
language system, a lot of incorrect segmentations will be segmented, the number of potential 
paths is geometrically increased following the increasing length of the given text [2], so this 
method is inefficient for long text.  
So far, this problem is still not solved effectively, if the bi-directional maximum matching 
method is the simplest approach, and Omni-segmentation method is the most expensive 
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approach, currently, researchers are trying to find a balance, which could detect most 
ambiguities and avoid too many unnecessary segments.  
3.3. Segmentation ambiguity disambiguation 
After the ambiguity strings are detected, next step is disambiguation. Through many years 
research, especially after the SIGHAN international word segmentation bakeoff, many 
valuable methods have been introduced.         
3.3.1. Overlapping segmentation ambiguity disambiguation 
In 1998, the intelligence computer project of the 863 Program1 evaluated some popular 
Chinese word segmentation systems and found that the precision rate of overlapping 
ambiguity segmentation is only 78% [21].  
Statistical-based method is typically used for OAS disambiguation/segmentation; some 
specific techniques include maximum probability model, mutual information, Coupling 
Degree of Double Character, Hidden Markov Model and etc.  
????????? ??????????????????? ??????
In chapter 2.3, I have introduced the general concept of statistical-based word segmentation 
method, as well as the way of calculating the occurrence probability. The maximum 
probability model uses such word probability information. The implementation of the 
maximum probability model includes a Chinese lexicon in which each word is represented as 
a series of arc that represents each character in the word, followed by a weighed arc 
representing the probability of the word. The model selects the correct segmentation by 
choosing the most-frequent words. In other words, the algorithm multiplies together the 
probabilities of each word in potential segmentation and chooses whichever segmentation 
results are in a higher product probability. [13] 
                                                
1 The 863 Program ( 863??) or State High-Tech Development Plan is a program funded and administered by the government of China 
intended to simulate the development of advanced technologies in a wide range of fields for the purpose of rendering China independent of 
financial obligation for doreign technologies. [33]  
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The sample sentence “???????” contains a MOAS “????”, following 
introduced the probability model based on this sample.  
 
Figure 3.2  
Potential segmentations: 1. ??/   ??/            2. ?/ ??/ ?/   
Word Pronunciation Meaning Probability 
?? rì-wén Japanese 0.000631 
? rì Japan 0.010972 
?? zhāng-yú Octopus 0.000108 
?? wén-zhāng Essay 0.001372 
? yú Fish 0.000804 
Table 3.3 A sample lexicon with probability information of five potential words 
P(1)=P(??)*P(??)=0.000631*0.000108=6.8148*10-8 
P(2)=P(?)*P(??)*P(?)=0.010972*0.001372*0.000804=1.2103*10-8??  
P(1)>P(2), segmentation 1 is selected.  ??/ ??/  
Because the product of many probabilities gets very small value, so using the log probability 
can avoid underflow. Due to this, Sproat [25] suggested to use the negative log probabilities 
of the word (-log(P(w))) instead of probability, the algorithm adds together the negative log 
probabilities of each word in a potential segmentation and choose whichever segmentation 
results in the lowest sum cost. [13] 
Word Pronunciation Meaning Cost (-log(p(w)) 
?? rì-wén Japanese 10.63 
? rì Japan 6.51 
?? zhāng-yú Octopus 13.18 
?? wén-zhāng Essay 9.51 
? yú Fish 10.28 
Table 3.4 A sample lexicon with cost information of five potential words [25] 
 C(1) = C(??) + C(??) = 10.63+13.18  = 23.81  
 C(2) = C(?) + C(??) + C(?) = 6.51+9.51+10.28 = 26.3  
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C(1)<C(2) 
Then the best segmentation is chosen by selecting the one has the minimum sum cost. The 
segmentation ‘??/ ??/’  is selected finally.    
????????? ??????????????????
Most of Chinese words are composed with two characters, for a sequential character string xy, 
the mutual information between x and y is defined as:  
I(x : y) = log2
p(x,y)
p(x)p(y)  
[48] 
p(x, y) is the probability of  two character x and y occur together in sequence of xy (yx is not 
the case), p(x) and p(y) stand for the probability of two character x and y occur independently. 
If the capacity (amount of characters containing) of a training corpus is N, the sequential 
string xy occurs r(x, y) times,  independent character x occurs r(x) times, independent 
character y occurs r(y) times, therefore, p(x,y), p(x), p(y) could be represented as: 
P(x,y) = r(x,y)/N, P(x)=r(x)/N, p(y)=r(y)/N 
The mutual information reflects the relevancy of x and y in the form of xy. 
(1) if I(x, y)>0, then p(x, y)>p(x)*p(y), x and y are correlative, if I(x, y) is greater than a 
predefined threshold value, the character string xy is likely to form as a word. 
(2) if I(x,y)≈0 , then p(x, y)≈p(x)*p(y), the relevancy of x and y is unclear.  
(3) if I(x, y)<0, then p(x, y)<p(x)*p(y), x and y are not correlative, the character string xy 
could not be considered as a word. 
Mutual information is used to measure the relevancy of two sequential characters, but if I(x,y)
≈0, it is not easy to decide whether they belong to one word or not, the context has to be 
involved in order to find more information for making the decision. In another case, two 
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independent characters x and y appear many times in the corpus, and the sequential string xy 
occurs very few times, but if xy is together, it is a high possibility that xy is a word.  
For example, the sequential character string “??(Jiào-Wù)” appear 16 times in the corpus, 
character “?(Jiào)” appear 14945 times independently, and character “?(Wù)” appear 6015 
times independently, the mutual information I(?, ?)=-0.5119, according to rule (3), “??” 
is not one word that should be segmented, but in fact, “??” is one word. [31] 
In this situation, mutual information I(x,y) is very small value, but the relevancy of xy is very 
high, then it is not able to make the right decision by using mutual information.  
?????????????????????????????????????????????
Coupling degree of double character is used to calculate the probabilistic of two consecutive 
characters belonging to one word. The coupling degree of two consecutive characters x and y 
is defined as [31]: 
C(x,y) =
N(...xy...)
N(...xy...) + N(...x | y...)
 
Define xy is a sequential character string, N(…xy…) stands for the occurrence frequency of 
xy as one word (xy fit together), N(…x|y…) stands for the occurrence frequency of xy but x 
is the end of one word and y is the start of another word, means xy occur together in sequence 
of y after x, but x and y does not belong to one word.  
Similar as mutual information, coupling degree of double character is also used to measure 
the relevancy of two characters, but coupling degree is calculating the probabilistic of two 
sequential characters belonging to one word, and mutual information is calculating the 
probabilistic of occurrence of two sequential characters.  Here we think coupling degree is 
better than mutual information to measure the relevancy of two sequential characters. With 
the previous example, character string “??” occurs 16 times in the corpus, all the 16 times 
the two characters belong to one word, such as “??” (educational administration), “???” 
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(dean’s office), “???” (dean) etc., therefore, C(?, ?) = 1, means they belong to one word. 
[31] 
On the other hand, coupling degree of double characters does not refer to the context 
information, but formation of OAS is always relevant with context information, obviously, 
many mistakes would happed if we only use coupling degree of double characters to segment 
the OAS.  
3.3.2. Combinational segmentation ambiguity disambiguation        
As mentioned, a conservative estimation is that over 85% of Chinese segmentation ambiguity 
is overlapping segmentation ambiguity [5], the conclusion is acknowledged by Chinese 
linguists and researchers. Most of researchers are concentrating on OAS disambiguation but 
researching resources regarding the detection and disambiguation of CAS is very few, on the 
other hand, CAS problem is more difficult than OAS, because in order to solve the CAS 
problem, more context information is needed, such as syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 
information and so on, without considering the context, it is almost not possible to work on 
CAS. 
Contextual information is necessary for solving CAS problem, Zheng et al. [46] introduced 
the concept of using artificial rules to solve CAS problem, information about part-of-speech 
and word collocation are involved in the approach. Xiao et al. [34] regards the combination 
segmentation ambiguity as an equivalence of the word sense disambiguation (WSD) problem 
in language computing, they use vector space model in information retrieval to describe 
ambiguous words.  
Simply say, the disambiguation of CAS is to decide the CAS (e.g. AB) should be split (A/ B/) 
or should be fit together (AB).  
Word is not isolated, it always has usual and typical collocation with other words; in some 
cases, contextual information is able to indicate the CAS should be split or not. Zhang et al. 
[45] introduced rule mining and Naïve Bayes model method for resolving combinational 
ambiguity. Based on collocation of word and part of speech to mine context information and 
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extract word collocation rules and part of speech collocation rules, and integrates Naïve Bayes 
method to establish segmentation model.  
In order to label the word and part of speech easily, use the position of ambiguous character 
string as the origin, the first left word is Word-1, its part of speech is POS-1, the first right 
word is Word+1, its part of speech is POS+1, the nth left word is Word-n, its part of speech is 
POS-n, the nth right word is Word+n, its part of speech is POS+n.   
When a specific word occurs in the contiguous position before or after the combination 
ambiguous word, in most cases, the meaning of the ambiguous word is constant, means that 
based on the word collocation, we could generalize some rules for segmenting the CAS. For 
example, “??”, when the two characters fit together, [??/noun] means institute; when the 
two characters split, [?/verb ?/auxiliary] means to learn and be able to do something.  There 
are some typical collocations that we could use to generalize some word collocation rules, 
such as: 
[?/?/?/] should learn to be able to,  ?-1  -> split as [?/?/] 
[??/?/?/] must learn to be able to, ??-1 -> split as [?/?/] 
[?/?/?/] learn to be able to (? is an auxiliary word), ??-1 -> split as [?/?/] 
[?/?/?/] learn to be able to use, ?+1 -> split as [?/?/] 
[??/??/] education institute,  ??-1  -> fit together as [??/] 
[??/??/] institute member,  ??+1  -> fit together as [??/] 
For testing the rules, Zhang et al. [45] find all “??” in a training corpus, check  -1 and +1 
two word positions to test the validity of the rules: 
Word 
collocation 
Total 
occurrences 
Occurrences 
(Fit together) 
Occurrences 
(Split) 
Rate 
(fit together)/% 
Rate 
(split)/% 
Rate 
(precision)/% 
?-1 88 0 88 0 100 100 
??-1 13 0 13 0 100 100 
?+1 100 0 100 0 100 100 
?+1 18 0 18 0 100 100 
??-1 9 9 0 100 0 100 
??+1 6 6 0 100 0 100 
Table3.5. Word collocation situation of combination ambiguity string “??” in training corpus 
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From table 3.6, we could see the word collocation affect the segmentation result. There are 
two threshold values that should be predefined in the word collocation rule mining method. 
The threshold value α, if the segmentation precision rate is greater than α by following a 
word collocation rule, we believe this rule is valid, keep this word collocation rule, otherwise, 
drop that rule. The threshold value β, if the occurrence of the word collocation is greater than 
β, we believe the rule is acceptable, otherwise we think the case is casually occurred, which 
cannot represent the precise condition, drop the rule. In Yanhu Zhang’s test, he defined 
α=95%, β=5. 
Except the word collocation, the collocation of part of speech can also be used for CAS 
disambiguation. Generally, the part of speech of neighbor word, is relevant with the part of 
speech of the ambiguous word, therefore, we could use the part of speech information to 
segment CAS. For example, “??” in the following two sentences, according to the part of 
speech information of neighbor words we could find rules such as: 
[??/noun ??/noun ??/ ??/adverb ??/verb ??/noun] US psychology institute 
published essay recently, (noun-2, noun-1) -> fit together as [??/] 
[??/noun ?/adverb ?/ ?/ ??/verb ??/noun] we should learn to use time, (adverb-1, 
verb+1) -> split as [?/?/] 
In order to test the rules of part of speech collocation, based on a training corpus, Yanhu 
Zhang et al. analyzed some sample sentences which includes “??”, checked three positions 
of word collocation – (-2, -1), (-1, +1) and (+1, +2), verify some rules, the result is listed in 
table 3.6: 
Part of speech 
collocation 
Total 
occurrences 
Occurrences 
(Unit) 
Occurrences 
(Split) 
Rate 
(unit)/% 
Rate 
(split)/% 
Rate 
(precision)/% 
(verb+1, NULL+2) 121 4 117 3.31 96.69 96.69 
(adverb-1, verb+1) 37 0 37 0 100 100 
(verb-1, verb+1) 87 4 83 4.6 95.4 95.4 
(verb-2, noun-1) 39 11 28 28.21 71.79 71.79 
(noun-1, verb+1) 47 22 25 46.71 53.19 53.19 
Table 3.6 part of speech collocation situation of combination ambiguous word “??” in training corpus 
* NULL-n, NULL +n indicate no information about the part of speech of nth position neighbor word  
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From the test results, we see that some part of speech collocation reflect the segmentation of 
CAS, for example the first three collocations have very high precision rate. In this experiment, 
Yanhu Zhang et al. set the threshold values of α and β, α=85%, β=5. So, we could generalize 
the following three rules: 
• (verb+1, NULL+2) -> split as  [?/?/] 
• (adverb-1, verb+1) -> split as [?/?/] 
• (verb-1, verb+1) -> split as [?/?/] 
Anyway, the rules of word collocation and part of speech collocation cannot resolve all 
combination ambiguity, such as (noun-1, verb+1) in table 3.6, which has a very low precision 
rate: 53.19%, this rule should be dropped. In order to offset the lack of word and part of 
speech collocation rules, the Naïve Bayes classifier method is involved.     
The Naïve Bayes probabilistic model can be formulated as:  
  
C = argmax
εJ
P(C jw1,?,wn ) = argmax
εJ
P(C j ) P(wi
i=1
n
∏ C j )  
There are only two results for CAS, either it should be split or should be fit together, so the 
problem could be to sum up to two classifications. If only use the information of one neighbor 
word from each side of the ambiguous word, we have the information about part of speech 
POS-1 and POS+1. So:  
C = argmaxP(Cj)×P(POS-1|Ci) ×P(POS+1|Ci) 
Valuesplit and Valueunit are formulated as: 
Valuesplit = P(Csplit) ×P(POS-1|Csplit)×P(POS+1|Csplit) 
Valueunit = P(Cunit) ×P(POS-1|Cunit) ×P(POS+1|Cunit) 
The classification rule is defined as: 
If Valuesplit≥Valueunit, split as  [?/?/] 
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If Valuesplit<Valueunit, fit together as [??/] 
For example: 
(1) [??/noun ??/verb “?/?” ?/auxiliary word ??/noun] The knowledge that kids 
should learn. 
(2) [??/noun “??/” ??/noun ??/verb ??/noun] The chairman of Psychology 
institute gives a speech. 
By analyzing a training corpus, Zhang et al. [45] counted the occurrence of ambiguous 
character string “??”:  
Part of speech Occurrence Occurrence 
(Split) 
Occurrence 
(Unit) 
Csplit Cunit 
Verb-1 155 129 26 533 143 
Auxiliary+1 97 86 11 
Noun-1 141 49 92 
Noun+1 63 15 48 
Table 3.7 occurrence frequency of ambiguous word “??” [45] 
For sentence (1): Valuesplit=533/(533+143)*129/533*86/533=0.03079 
                            Valueunit=143/(533+143)*26/143*11/143=0.00296 
                            Valuesplit>Valueunit, “??” split as [?/?/], correct. 
For sentence (2): Valuesplit=533/(533+143)*49/533*15/533=0.00204 
                            Valueunit=143/(533+143)*92/143*48/143=0.04568 
                            Valuesplit<Valueunit, “??” fit together as [??/], correct. 
This method mines word collocation and part of speech collocation rules from the training 
corpus, based on the rules and integrate with Naïve Bayes model to make the decision of 
selecting the final segmentation, to some extent, this method improved the CAS. According to 
Yanhu Zhang, the precision rate of CAS disambiguation is increased 8% by using this method. 
[45]? 
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3.4. Out of vocabulary word identification 
Out of vocabulary (OOV) word identification is another big problem in Chinese word 
segmentation; it is even bigger than the segmentation ambiguity. Current research includes 
unknown word identification (UWI) and new word identification (NWI) [43]. Unknown word 
means that the words are not included in the dictionary (e.g. person name), and the new word 
means that newly generated word (e.g. ??1) or an existing word but used as a new and 
different meaning (e.g. ??2). For improving the word segmentation, OOV is one of the key 
problems has to be solved, and the performance of OOV word identification is a key criteria 
for evaluating a word segmentation system.  
The OOV words include Chinese names, translation of foreigner names, Chinese place names, 
foreign place names, brand names, company names, organization names, professional 
glossary, abbreviations and new words etc. Following the order of listed types of OOV words, 
the degree of difficulty in identification is increasing. Current techniques for identifying a 
person’s name and a place name are reliable, the precision rate is satisfied; Identification of 
professional glossary, abbreviation and new word is very difficult. 
Rule-based method and statistical-based method are typically used for OOV word 
identification, specific techniques include independent word probability (IWP), decision tree 
(DT), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Support Vector Model (SVM), Maximum Entropy 
Model (ME), Conditional Random Fields Model (CRF) etc. [43], more details about the 
application of these methods could be found from [32][43]. 
                                                
1 A person who has some special skills those others do not have, meaning similar as “talent”.  
2 Original meaning is mountain village, common use for describing cheap imitation.?
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Chapter 4 
Experiment design?
According to the knowledge that has been presented in previous chapters, the development of 
Chinese word segmentation is mainly restricted by segmentation ambiguity and OOV words, 
therefore, the word segmentation cannot be improved significantly without solving the two 
problems effectively. A simple one-step solution does not help in improving the word 
segmentation performance, at least in the coming years such a system will not be invented. A 
reasonable system should contain at least three parts with each working on a particular 
problem e.g. pre-segmentation, disambiguation and OOV identification, which is a rational 
suggestion for improving the Chinese word segmentation research.   
In this chapter a word segmentation system is proposed, which includes proper noun detection 
module (PNDM), pre-segmentation & ambiguity detection module (PSADM) and 
disambiguation module. OOV words identification is not included in this system, only proper 
nouns will be taken care of. Some applied methods that might have been introduced in 
previous chapters will be adopted in the system. Other than that, two ideas that would be 
applied in the system will be proposed as well; character-by-character maximum matching is 
a method for pre-segmentation and ambiguity detection; web-search-based method and rule-
based method is working for MOAS. Due to the time limitation and lack of linguistic 
knowledge, on the other hand, a simple prototype cannot help for testing with real data, 
therefore I will not implement the system in this project, instead, I will only propose the 
conception of the ideas and do some test manually based on some sample MOASs, the 
implementation would be part of my future work.  
Figure 4.1 shows the workflow of the system. The input is original Chinese text, in form of 
sequences of characters, it is treated by the PSADM in the first step; the purpose of this 
module is not only segmenting unambiguous text but also detecting ambiguities. The 
identified ambiguities are passed over to corresponding disambiguation module, the final 
segmentation of ambiguity string will be selected based on the specific strategy of the 
corresponding disambiguation module. The output is the processed text, in the form of 
sequences of word segments. 
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Figure 4.1 Workflow of the system (exclude proper noun detection module) 
A sample sentence is “???????????”, which is going to be used for simulating 
the working process of the system. The English translation of this sentence is “Li Ming is 
really considering the future things”. Which is understood by a ordinary Chinese as “??/Li 
Ming (a person name) ??/really ?/(in) ??/consider ??/future ?/auxiliary, no meaning 
?/thing” 
Start 0 ?  1 ?  2 ?  3 ?  4 ?  5 ?  6 ?  7 ?  8 ?  9 ?  10 ?  11 End 
Potential words in the lexicon are:  
Word->??[1,2](clear/bright)?
Word->???[1,3](definitude) 
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Word->???[2,4](really) 
Word->???[3,5](indeed/honest)  
Word->??[4,5](at/on/in) 
Word->??[5,6](exam)?
Word->???[5,7](consider)  
Word->???[7,9](future, noun)  
Word->??[7,8](will) 
Word->??[8,9](come)  
Word->??[10,11](thing)   
4.1. Pre-segmentation and ambiguity detection module 
As introduced in chapter 3.2, Omni-segmentation and bi-directional maximum matching are 
two typical methods for detecting ambiguities. Omni-segmentation method performs better 
than bi-directional maximum matching method for ambiguity detection, but regular Omni-
segmentation method generates too many segmentation paths, which geometrically increases 
the workload and causes low efficiency. Finding a balance between Omni-segmentation and 
bi-directional maximum matching leads the idea of an optimized pre-segmentation and 
ambiguity detection method, character-by-character maximum matching method. The 
princple of this method is described as follows, one example is simulated after describing the 
princple in order to help understanding the method.  
Input text is S = S1S2S3S4S5S6S7, the dictionary is D; two array list tempPotentialSegment[] 
and potentialSegment[].  
a) Run through the input text S, for each character, use the maximum matching to find 
the maximum matched vocabulary entry, save into tempPotentialSegment[];  
b) For one character, if no vocabulary entry is matched, and the single character is not 
part of previous matched word segment, save the individual character into 
tempPotentialSegment[];  
c) For one character, if no vocabulary entry is matched, and the single character is part of 
previous matched word segment, do not save this character and continue to next 
character.  
d) After all characters are processed, check up tempPotentialSegment[], find all 
overlapping segments, combine the sequential overlapping segments as one segment 
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which has no extension to adjacent segments, mark this segment as a MOAS and save 
into potentialSegment[].  
e) Check tempPotentialSegment[], If one segment e.g. S2 is part of another segment e.g. 
S1S2, look up string S1, if S1 is also a word, S1∈D, the character string S1S2 is 
identified as a CAS, mark the CAS and save into potentialSegment[]; otherwise, 
ignore S2, just save S1S2 into potentialSegment[]. 
f) After d) and e) are finished, look up tempPotentialSegment[], save all rest segments 
(final segmented strings) into potentialSegment[]. 
With the given sample sentence “???????????”, the work flow is showing as 
following: 
1. ?[0,1], no word matched and it is not part of other matched word, according to b), 
add this character, tempPotentialSegment[]={?[0,1]}. 
2. ?[1,2], the maximum matched word is ??[1,3], according to a), this string is a 
potential segment, tempPotentialSegment[]={?[0,1], ??[1,3]}. 
3. ? [2,3], the maximum matched word is ? ? [2,4], save this string, 
tempPotentialSegment[]={?[0,1], ??[1,3], ??[2,4]}. 
4. ? [3,4], the maximum matched word is ?? [3,5], save this potential word, 
tempPotentialSegment[]={?[0,1], ??[1,3], ??[2,4], ??[3,5]}. 
5. ?[4,5], the maximum matched word is the character itself, save this character, 
tempPotentialSegment[]={?[0,1], ??[1,3], ??[2,4], ??[3,5], ?[4,5]}. 
6. ?[5,6], the maximum matched word is ??[5,7], according to a), this is a potential 
segment, tempPotentialSegment[]={?[0,1], ??[1,3], ??[2,4], ??[3,5], ?[4,5], 
??[5,7]}. 
7. ?[6,7], no word matched and it is part of previous matched word, according to c), 
ignore this character, tempPotentialSegment[]={?[0,1], ??[1,3], ??[2,4], ??
[3,5], ?[4,5], ??[5,7]}. 
8. ?[7,8], the maximum matched word is ??[7,9], according to a), this is a potential 
word, tempPotentialSegment[]={?[0,1], ??[1,3], ??[2,4], ??[3,5], ?[4,5], ?
?[5,7], ??[7,9]}. 
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9. ?[8,9], the single character is the maximum matched word, and it is part of previous 
matched word ??[7,9], save this single character, tempPotentialSegment[]={?[0,1], 
??[1,3], ??[2,4], ??[3,5], ?[4,5], ??[5,7], ??[7,9], ?[8,9]}. 
10. ?[9,10], no word matched, and it is not part of other matched word, according to b), 
it is a potential segment, tempPotentialSegment[]={?[0,1], ??[1,3], ??[2,4], ?
?[3,5], ?[4,5], ??[5,7], ??[7,9], ?[8,9], ?[9,10]}. 
11. ?[10,11], matched word is the character itself, and it is not part of other matched 
word, according to a), tempPotentialSegment[]={?[0,1], ??[1,3], ??[2,4], ??
[3,5], ?[4,5], ??[5,7], ??[7,9], ?[8,9], ?[9,10],?[10,11]}. 
12. According to d), combine the overlapping segments {??[1,3], ??[2,4], ??[3,5], 
?[4,5]} into one – ????[1,5], label this segment as a MOAS and save into 
potentialSegment[], potentialSegment[]={????[1,5]MOAS}. 
13. According to e), ?[4,5] is part of segment ??[3,5], check the dictionary, ?[3,4] is 
not a word, ignore segment ?[4,5].  
14. According to e), ?[8,9] is part of segment ??[7,9], check the dictionary, ?[7,8] is 
another word, mark segment ??[7,9] as a  CAS (combinational ambiguity string) 
and save into potentialSegment[], potentialSegment[]={????[1,5]MOAS, ??
[7,9]CAS}. 
15. There is no other ambiguous segment in tempPotentialSegment[], according to f), save 
all unambiguous segments into potentialSegment[], potentialSegment[]={?[0,1], ?
???[1,5]MOAS, ??[5,7], ??[7,9]CAS, ?[9,10],?[10,11]}. 
Finally, by using this method, the sentence is segmented as following and with all ambiguities 
labeled. 
 
<?>/ [????]MOAS / <??>/ [??]CAS / <?>/ <?> 
If the same sentence is segmented by bi-directional maximum matching method, forward 
maximum matching and backward maximum matching make the same segmentation: 
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???????????????????
Since the chain length of MOAS “????” is 2, it cannot be detected by bi-directional 
maximum matching method, the segmentation is incorrect. 
If using the regular Omni-segmentation method to segment the sentence, it might need 
process more than 20 potential segmentations, like was shown in following figure. 
 
Compare with regular Omni-segmentation and bi-directional maximum matching method, the 
advantages of this method are cost saving, and it can detect all ambiguities. On the other hand, 
the detected MOAS has a reasonable shorter length than the original input text, which makes 
it possible to apply some expensive disambiguation methods particular focus on the MOAS. 
After this step, the identified ambiguities is handed over to disambiguation module and 
analyzed separately.  
4.2. Proper noun detection module 
In previous sample, because the person name “??” is an OOV word, it cannot be identified; 
the family name “?” is identified as an unknown word segment, the given name “?” 
together with the following three character “???” form a MOAS, might make it harder for 
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segmentation. In English, proper nouns always start with capital letter, which is easier to be 
recognized, but the written of Chinese names does not make any difference with other words. 
On the other hand, almost every character is possibly used for names, meaning that names are 
very usual occurring ambiguities with neighbor characters. Which leads to the idea that if 
proper nouns could be pre-detected and locked from the input text, then the segmentation for 
the rest of the text might become easier.  
First of all, we can try to look how Google and Baidu word segmentation methods treat with 
the proper nouns. By submitting a search query with a given text, from the cached page, the 
segmentation result could be found.  
Test 1: ???????????  
 
Figure 4.2 snapshot of Baidu segmentation result 
 
Figure 4.3 Snapshot of Google segmentation result 
 
Figure 4.2 shows the Baidu segmentation result “??/???/ ?/ ??/ ??/ ??/”, the 
result is almost what we want, and the name “??” is successfully identified as one word 
segment. Figure 4.3 is a snapshot of Google cache page with segmentation result of “?/??
?/???/ ??/ ??/ ?/”, the name “??” is not identified, so the following segments are 
wrong; and character “?” is ignored by Google.    
Test 2:???? 
potential words are: ???(Liu Shaoqi, a famous Chinese leader’s name, 1898-1969), ??
(strange), ?(blame). The correct segmentation is ???/ ?/,  Liu Shaoqi blames. 
   
 
Figure 4.4 Baidu segmentation result of “????” 
 
Figure 4.4 Google segmentation result of “????” 
Figure 4.4 shows that Baidu successfully identified the name, and made a correct 
segmentation; but Google cannot identify the name, so the segmentation is wrong. From this 
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test, we suppose that Baidu might have a proper noun dictionary, which at least contains as 
many as possible famous person names.  
Test 3: ???????????
Potential words are: ??(Henning, a foreign name translation), ??(serenity), ???
(silently), ?(listen), ??(Lotus pond), ?(moon), ?(color),????(the name of a famous 
song, one word, better not to be split)?
The best segmentation is???/ ???/ ?/ ????/, meaning “Henning is listening ‘He 
Tang Yue Se’ silently”.  
 
Figure 4.6 Baidu segmentation result 
 
Figure 4.7 Google segmentation result 
Baidu segmentation result “??/ ???/ ?/ ????/” is really perfect, both the person 
name “??” and the song name “????” are identified. Google cannot recognize the 
names so the segmentation result is totally wrong. This time we can confirm Baidu has a 
proper noun dictionary, which contains not only famous person name but also other types of 
proper nouns, e.g. famous song names.  
From all of the tests, we think that Baidu word segmentation system contains a proper noun 
detection module, and a proper noun dictionary should also be included, the size of the 
dictionary maybe very large, which includes many possible famous names, and proper nouns 
that are not covered by regular dictionaries. We assume that the strategy of name detection is 
based on some name construction rules and also mining part of speech information from the 
context.  
Based on the tests, we found the importance of proper noun detection in word segmentation, 
which directly influences the correctness of the result. Therefore, it is necessary to include a 
proper noun detection module in a word segmentation system. So the workflow of the system 
is changed and shown in figure 4.8 with a proper noun detection module added. 
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Figure 4.8. Workflow of the system with proper noun detection module added 
A Chinese name is constructed in form of Family name + Given name, most Chinese names 
are composed of 2 to 4 characters (1-2 for family name, 1-2 for given name), according to one 
of the most famous Chinese books B?i-Ji?-X?ng (???)1, there are 504 common used 
Chinese family names listed in the book, which include 444 single-character family names 
and 60 double-character family names, the 504 family names cover 99% of Chinese 
population. Which means we could use the rules of Chinese person name construction and 
perhaps integrate with statistical method and part of speech tagging to identify Chinese names. 
                                                
1 The Book of 100 Family Names, which was originally a reading material for children complied in the early Song Dynasty, the book is very 
famous and popular in China.  
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Currently, the techniques of Chinese name identification and Chinese place name 
identification are reliable; the precision rate is much higher than other types of OOV words. 
In the 2007 SIGHAN evaluation, the best close test results of person name detection are 89% 
in CityU (City University of Hong Kong) corpus, 95% in MSRA (Microsoft Research 
Institute Asia) corpus, the best open test results are 96% in CityU corpus and 99% in MSRA 
corpus [21]. There are many relevant materials available, new and old, for more information 
may look at [32][15][28]. 
The proper noun dictionary is independent from the core dictionary, which should include 
many proper nouns, such as famous Chinese person names, translation of famous foreign 
names, Chinese place names, Chinese idioms, maybe even like Baidu does, also include some 
popular song names, book names, company names etc.   
Looking back to our input sample sentence, assume the name string “??” can be identified 
by the proper noun detection module, the expected result after the pre-segmentation and 
ambiguity detection module should be like this:  
 
<??> / [???]MOAS / <??> / [??]CAS / <?> / <?>??
4.3. Disambiguation module 
The disambiguation module includes two sub modules, overlapping ambiguity 
disambiguation module (OADM) and combinational ambiguity disambiguation module 
(CADM).  Since the ambiguities are detected and labeled in the pre-segmentation module and 
passed over to the disambiguation module, the corresponding disambiguation system will 
start working on the corresponding ambiguity and select the final segmentation.     
4.3.1. Overlapping ambiguity disambiguation module 
The statistical-based method is commonly used for overlapping ambiguity disambiguation, 
which is to select the final segmentation by choosing the one with maximum probability, such 
as the methods I have introduced in previous chapter, maximum probability model, mutual 
information and so on. Statistical-based methods require a well-prepared training corpus, the 
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quality and size of the corpus reflects on and restricts the performance of the methods, which 
leads the idea of adopting Internet as a training corpus, with web search engine to help 
calculating the probability.  
The Internet is probably the biggest corpus, and information is up to date, by using web 
search engine to search every potential segmentation of MOAS, the number of results might 
indicate the occurrence frequency of the potential segmentation. This means more results 
found of a given potential segmentation perhaps indicate a higher probability of the 
segmentation is the correct one.  
Using MOAS for only searching keywords is not enough, without knowing the context, it is 
not easy to decide which segmentation should be selected. Therefore, we use different 
segmentation of MOAS together with its two neighbor words from both left and right side as 
searching phrase; compare the number of found results. The concept of the algorithm is to 
focus on the MOAS, use Omni-segmentation method to find all potential segmentations, 
search each potential segmentation include the two neighbor words in both side on web 
search machine. Compare the number of returned results for each potential segmentation, 
select the one that has the most results found as the final segmentation.  
There are some special conditions; case 1, the whole sentence is a MOAS; in this case, the 
sentence must have a concrete meaning, and the MOAS has only one correct segmentation; 
use the whole MOAS as keywords make search query without needing any neighbor words. 
For example “?????????????”, meaning: the central people’s government of 
the people’s republic of China, potential words are “???????” (the people’s republic 
of China), “??” (high school) and “??????” (the central people’s government ). 
Without needing other items, comparative options are ["???????""??????"] 
and ["??????""??""?????"], search on google, google returns 3,660,000 and 
108 results for two queris. The first one has the most found results, which should be selected 
as the final segmentation. 
Case 2, if a input sentence start with a MOAS or end with a MOAS, meaning that there is no 
neighbor word in one side, in this case, take two words from the other side together with the 
MOAS as a search phrase, compare the number of found results. For example, “?????
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?????”, meaning the quality of Chinese products is gradually improving, the MOAS in 
this sentence is “??????”, potential words are “??” (China), “??” (home 
products), “??” (product), “??” (quality) and “??” (quality), comparative options1 are 
[“??”“??”“??”“??”“??”], and [“?”“??”“??”“?”“??”“??”], search on 
google, google returns 10,500,000 and 3,900,000 results for two queries. The first one has the 
most results returned, and it is the correct segmentation. 
Case 3, in the worst case of occurring two adjacent MOASs in one sentence, treat the MOAS 
that has neighbor words in one side in advance, after the MOAS is segmented, use the 
segmented words from the processed MOAS for the unprocessed MOAS. For example, “??
???????????”, meaning: the quality of Chinese products is really improving 
gradually. Two MOASs are “??????” and “???”, the second MOAS has neighbor 
words, treat this MOAS in advance, together with two right neighbor words as search phrases, 
["??""?""??""??"] and ["?""??""??""??"] are two comparative options, 
google returns 42,100,000 and 8,260,000 results for two queries, select the first segmentation 
as the final one. Next step, the first MOAS has two neighbor words ["??""?"], two 
comparative options are ["??""??""??""??""?"] and ["?""??""??""?""??
""?"]. Google returns 10,200,000 and 5,670,000 results; select the first one as the final 
segmentation, and it is the correct one. 
In our sample text, the MOAS is “???”, two potential segmentations are “??/?” and 
“?/??”, with two neighbor words included, “??”“??”“?”“??” and “??”“?”“?
?”“??” are two searching phrases. The snapshots of results are shown in following figures.?
 
Figure 4.9. Search results of first segmentation 
 
Figure 4.10. Search results of second segmentation 
For two potential segmentations, Google returns 386,000 results and 91,700 results.  By 
testing in Baidu, we also get similar results, Baidu found 362,000 results of first segmentation 
                                                
1 Other potential segmentations and results: ["??""?""??""?""??""??"?4,450,000?["?""??""?""??""??""??"] 
5,020,000;  
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and 7,700 results of second segmentation. We may believe that the first segmentation has 
higher probability to be correct than the second segmentation. 
????????????????????????????????????
So far, it seems the web-search-based method works for MOAS disambiguation, further more, 
in order to test the validity of this method, it is applied on 100 sample MOASs1 manually. The 
MOASs resources2 were generated by NLP interests group of Tsinghua University, which are 
available for free downloading. The first 100 sample MOASs from CBC MOAS corpus are 
used as testing data, for each sample MOAS, use the web search machine to find a reasonable 
sentence that including the particular MOAS; make search query for each potential 
segmentation of the particular MOAS on search machine, select the one with most returned 
results as the final segmentation and compare with the correct segmentation, finally, caculate 
the recall rate, precision rate and F-measure. 
In order to evaluate the practicability on different search machines, the test is launched twice 
in turn on Google and then on Sogou3. In addition, the 100 sample sentences are segmented 
by ICTCLAS4 system in order to make a comparison. 
According to the test results, among the 100 sample MOASs5, 4 out of the 100 MOASs 
cannot be found with any sample sentence; 8 out of the 100 MOASs are word phrases rather 
than MOASs, which means they would not be passed over to this step, from the SADM, they 
will be treated as one word segment or CAS but not as a MOAS. 4 out of the 100 sample 
MOASs are not real MOAS, which means no matter how are they occurred, they must have 
extension with neighbor character(s).  
Eliminate those 16 fake MOASs; we have 84 valid MOASs left. The first round test was 
made based on google, which gives 70 correct segmentations and 14 incorrect segmentations; 
by caculating, the recall rate is 84.15%, precision rate is 80.21% and F-measure is 82.13%. 
                                                
1  Test data and result is attached in appendix. 
2 The MOAS resources are free for downloading, which could be found on http://nlp.csai.tsinghua.edu.cn/download.php?filename=CBC.rar, 
visited on 10th August 2011. 
3 http://www.sogou.com another Chinese search machine provided by SOHU Inc.  
4 http://ictclas.org/ictclas_demo.html 
5 The MOASs are machine generated, which might occur incorrect strings.?
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The second round test was made based on Sogou, among the 84 valid MOASs, 76 are 
correctly segmented and other 8 are incorrect.?
Correct Wrong No matched One word Not a MOAS Total 
76 8 4 8 4 100 
Table 4.12 Test results of sample MOASs on Sogou 
According to my counting of the test data, there are 163 correctly segmented words, 181 
words in the reference and totally 183 words are segmented.  
R = 163/ 181 = 0.9006 
P = 163/ 183 = 0.8907 
F1-measure = 2*R*P/(R+P) = 2* 0.9006*0.8907/ (0.9006+0.8907) = 0.8956 
ICTCLAS test is made based on the same 100 sample MOASs, the way that how this test is 
managed is submitting the whole sample sentence into ICTCLAS online demo and let 
ICTCLAS system do the segmentation, the measurement takes account of only the 
correctness of MOAS. According to the test result, amoung the 84 valid MOASs, 14 of them 
are different segmentation compare with the test results by web-search based method. 6 are 
incorrect segmentation (syntax wrong), other 8 are reasonable but different segmentation that 
might caused due to different dictionaries are used in MOAS corpus and ICTCLAS system.     
If the 8 differently segmented MOASs that caused by different dictionaries are regarded as 
correct segmentation, amoung the 84 valid MOASs, 6 of them are incorrectly segmented. In 
number, there are 166 correctly segmented words, 181 words in the reference and totally 180 
words are segmented.  
R = 166/ 181 = 0.9171 
P = 166/ 180 = 0.9222 
F1-measure = 2*R*P/(R+P) = 2* 0.9171*0.9222/ (0.9171+0.9222) = 0.9196 
Compare two test results, it might be concluded that the performance of propsed web-search 
based method is satisified. And the advantages of this method are simple to be implemented 
and Internet is a big enough corpus without needing manually maintenance; but the web 
search machine limits this method, it is not possible to improve the search engine for the 
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purpose of improving the word segmentation by ourselves; on the other hand, highly frequent 
word may occurs error. Therefore, we have to think about integrating this method with some 
artificial rules. Use web-search-based method to decide the one to be selected and use the 
rules to make a double check.  
Since word is not isolating, the usage of word is relevant with its neighbor words, word 
collocation and part-of-speech collocation should follow some philological rules, there are 
also some rules might be generalized for MOAS. As I am not an expert in linguistics, I will 
just try to generalize some sample rules based on my own foundings, which might not be 
correct, but in purpose of describing how the rules contribute to the overlapping ambiguity 
disambiguation module.  
Sample rule 1, if a 4-character MOAS C1C2C3C4 includes three potential words – C1C2, C2C3, 
C3C4, select [C1C2 / C3C4] as the final segmentation. 
4-character MOAS is occurred frequently in Chinese text, for example, in our 84 valid test 
MOASs, 43 of them are 4-charcter MOAS; most 4-character MOASs are composed in form 
of first two characters is one word, last two characters is one word and middle two characters 
compose another word, in the 43 test 4-character MOASs, 40 of them are like that. E.g.: 
samples 5, 7, 8, etc. 
Among the 40 test MOASs, 39 of them should be segmented to form of  [C1C2/ C3C4]; only 
one special sample has correct segmentation as [C1 / C2C3 / C4]. Therefore, the first rule 
defined in this kind of 4-character MOAS, just select the [C1C2/ C3C4] segmentation.  
Sample Rule 2, if there is a long word (longer than other potential words in other 
segmentations); select the segmentation with which keeping the long word as one segment. 
The Omni-segmentation will produce many unnecessary segments, one strategy in Chinese 
word segmentation is long word has higher priority than short one. Based on this idea, we 
could summarize this rule, if there is a word that is longer than all other words in other 
segmentations, select the segmentation with which keeping the long word as one segment. 
E.g.: samples 1, 4, 10, etc.  
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In our 84 valid test MOASs, 13 of them include a long word – 1, 4, 10, 20, 24, 44, 47, 52, 54, 
66, 67, 73, and 93.  If this second rule is applied, then all of the 13 MOASs are correctly 
segmented. 
If the two rules are applied, sample 10, 34 and 83 would become correct, sample 88 would be 
incorrect, number of correctly segmented word is 168, words in the reference is 181, totally 
182 words are segmented. The evaluation criterias are improved. 
R = 168/181= 0.9282 
P = 168/182= 0.9231 
F-measure = 2*P*R/(P+R) = 0.9256 
More of such rules could be generalized by doing more research in linguistics and training 
corpus. Compare with the original input text, the MOAS has a reasonable shorter length, 
which makes it possible that we can do some expensive test focusing on the MOAS. We 
cannot say that the rules are absolutely correct, because there are always some special cases 
that are unusual, but at least for most of regular cases, the rules should be able to contribute. 
After the OAS is processed by OADM, the sample sentence is segmented as following: 
?
<??>??<??>/ <?>??<??>??[??]CAS??<?>??<?>?  
4.3.2 Combinational ambiguity disambiguation module 
The combinational ambiguity string should be handed over to combinational ambiguity 
disambiguation module (CADM). So far, according to the research, the rule mining and Naïve 
Bayes method that have been introduced in previous chapter is a rational method.  
On the other hand, in order to save the cost, it is necessary to distinguish that in syntax 
whether a combination word segment is possible to be a combinational ambiguity or not. As 
mentioned in chapter 3.1.2, some words that are composed by two sub-words might make 
combination ambiguity (in different sentences both A/B and AB might be correct in syntax); 
but many others only have one correct segmented (another is incorrect in syntax), meaning 
that it cannot make combination ambiguity. 
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One suggestion is to set up a combination ambiguity dictionary, which should include words 
that are possibly causing combinational ambiguities (true combinational ambiguous word). In 
the segmentation and ambiguity detection module, when a potential combination word is 
detected, check up the dictionary, if the string is matched with one of the entries in the 
dictionary, then it is an ambiguity and hand over the ambiguity string to CADM, otherwise 
leave the string as one processed segment. 
For each entry of the combination ambiguity dictionary, regarding word collocation and part 
of speech (POS) collocation, some rules that were generalized based on training corpus are 
listed, such as in our sample sentence, the potential combination ambiguity string “??” 
should be included in the dictionary, there are two ways of understanding this string, it can 
either be “?/will ?/come” or “??/future”.     
Word collocation rules for string “??” could be generalized, such as, if the left neighbor is 
“?”, there is a high probability that “??” is one word - future. 
For example: ????/his future  ?????/nice future 
If the left neighbor word is “??”, there is a high probability that “??” is one segment, “?
???”, meaning to look into the future. 
If the left neighbor is “?”, there is a high probability that “??” is one word, “???”, 
meaning in the future.  
Part of speech rules for “??” such as: 
(person noun-1, place noun+1)->split as [?/ ?]; for example: ?/he ?/ will ?/come ?
/here. He will come here. 
(adjective-1)->fit together as [??]; for example: ???/ beautiful ??/ future ?
(verb-1, noun+2)->fit together as [??]; for example:??/arrange ??/future ?/ ??/ 
work. Arrange the future work.  
Part of speech information of our sample sentence: 
<??>?????<??>/      <?>?????<??>?????[??]CAS?????<?>?????<?>? 
person noun/    Adverb/    Conj./         Verb/                              /  Auxiliary/        Noun/     
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In this case, the neighbor words of “??” is matched with rule (verb-1, noun+2), so the 
string should be segmented as one word segment. After this step, the sample sentence has the 
final segmentation:  
 
<??>??<??>/   <?>??<??>??<??>??<?>??<?>?  
In the rule mining method, the viewing window [26], which is defined as the scope of 
neighbor words to be taken care of for mining rules, for example window size 2 means the 
collocation rules are mined from characteristic of two left neighbor words and two right 
neighbor words (-2, -1, ambiguity string, 1, 2). Bigger window size will lead to a higher 
precision rate, but at the same time increase the cost, the future research of this method is 
perhaps trying to increase the window size, mining more context information, but it should 
also try to avoid too much cost.   
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion and Suggestion 
Chinese word segmentation is the fundamental task of Chinese NLP, it plays a very important 
role in diverse Chinese NLP applications. Through more than twenty years development, 
some great progresses have been made, especially since 2003, the SIGHAN workshop held 
the first International Chinese Word Segmentation Bakeoff, which draws growing interest 
from more and more researchers in world wide, but due to the complexities of Chinese 
language system and some other difficulties, the performance is still not very satisfied, 
especially when applied in open language environment. Therefore, it is still the bottleneck and 
one of the key problems in Chinese NLP.   
In this research project, I have introduced the background of Chinese language, overviewed 
the state of the art of CWS, knowledge regarding the key problems of CWS and some general 
applied solutions are provided as well. According to my research, there are mainly three 
problems restricting the development of Chinese word segmentation: the construction of 
Chinese language resources, segmentation ambiguity and the OOV problem. 
The main contributions of this report are that firstly the idea of a character-by-character 
maximum matching segmentation method is proposed, compare with regular segmentation 
method, e.g. bi-directional maximum matching method and Omni-segmentation method; this 
method is able to detect 1) MOAS 2) combinational ambiguity, and it saves more cost than 
Omni-segmentation method.  
Towards the end, a paper written by Guo [9] was found, he has developed the mathemtical 
description and understanding of maximum matching method; defined “critical point”, 
meaning which position in a sentence should mark a boundary; and he proved that “Critical 
points are all and only unambiguous token boundaries for any character string on a 
complete dictionary”. He defined a method critical tokenization that is quite similar with the 
character-by-character maximum matching method, the method searches all critical points of 
a given text, character string between two ordinary critical points is a critical fragment, 
which is what we called a word segment, the way of detecting ambiguity is similar as how it 
was described in the character-by-character maximum matching method. 
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Secondly, the idea of web-search-based MOAS disambiguation method is proposed; regular 
statistical-based method relies on a well-prepared training corpus, calculates the statistical 
probability of each potential segment, and selects the one with highest probability or lowest 
cost as the final segmentation. This method uses the Internet as a corpus, number of found 
results for each potential segmentation instead of probability to indicate the occurrence 
frequency of the potential segmentation, selects the most frequently occurred – has the most 
found results, as the final segmentation. According to the test with 100 sample MOASs based 
on Sogou search engine, the recall rate is 90.06%, precision rate is 89.07% and the F-measure 
is 89.56%. Furthermore, the idea of combining the web-search based method with some 
artificial rules is proposed in order to supervise the segmentation. With two rules applied, and 
based on the test data, it shows the segmentation performance was improved. 
Suggestions for CWS development 
1. From the MOAS test, we see that different systems have different segmentation results due 
to different dictionaries are being used. Different people may also have different perception 
about Chinese word, hence without an acknowledged standard of word segmentation and a 
general dictionary, same text may be segmented differently. Therefore I think an 
acknowledged and large-scale dictionary is imperative for CWS.       
2. An online proper noun lexicon would be much helpful; users are permited to add new 
vocabulary entries, and freely use the lexicon for research purpose. According to my research, 
there is no acknowledged Chinese proper noun lexicon, some companies may have their own, 
e.g. Baidu, but not open to public.   
3. Generalize rules or solutions for every highly frequent ambiguity strings by analyzing their 
occurrency in mass corpus. Rules for word collocation and part of speech collocation from the 
linguistics level are suggested as well. 
4. Develop large-scale general Chinese corpus and professional corpus for every particular 
domain, which should be segmented and part of speech tagged. As I know, SIGHAN and 
some NLP research institues are doing this, super large-scale corpus is recommended.  
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5. Web search machine is a useful tool for some CWS problems, for example, MOAS 
disambiguation, OOV word etc., more research could be launched into this issue. Some wiki 
systems such as Wikipedia1, Baike2, wenwen3 could be used for OOV problem due to new 
words and internet glossaries are embodied rapidly by these systems.  
Future work 
Due to time limitation and lack of resources, in this project, some ideas are proposed but not 
implemented, and the evaluation is given based on limit testing samples, which may not 
estimate the actual performance of the methods. In the future study, I will try to implement 
the system as described in this report, and the system evaluation would be given based on 
mass testing data.  
The sketched system covers pre-segmentation, ambiguity detection, proper noun detection, 
and disambiguation. Another key CWS problem - OOV is not approached in this work, it 
would be emphasized in the next stage studies. Using the Internet as a corpus might be a 
reasonable strategy for OOV words due to the fact that information in the Internet is always 
up to date and no need to manually maintain it, Wei Qiao & Maosong Sun (2009) has 
proposed the idea of incorporating web search technology for OOV problem. My future 
research could draw on experience from their idea to apply the web-search based method on 
both disambiguation and OOV word identification.  
Among the OOV words, I think the proper nouns should be treated differently, as introduced 
in the proper noun detection module, a proper noun dictionary is indispensable, which should 
include place names, famous person names and other types of proper nouns, such as, famous 
organization names, famous company names, famous book names etc. But the other types of 
proper nouns, e.g. ordinary person names, should be treated based on family names and rules 
of Chinese name construction. The proper noun dictionary and the rule-based method for 
ordinary names might also be a research direction for next stage study.       
                                                
1 http://zh.wikipedia.org/, Wikipedia Chinese language version.  
2 http://baike.baidu.com, a wiki-like system operated by Baidu Inc. one of the largest Chinese wiki systems. 
3 http://wenwen.soso.com, a wiki-like system operated by Tencent Inc.one of the largest Chinese wiki systems.?
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Using the CHR Grammars1 [6] to approach the above-mentioned and some other CWS 
problems is absolutely an interesting research direction that I am willing to go for, the newest 
paper about this issue is available, see Approaching the Chinese Word Segmentation Problem 
with CHR Grammars [7].     
                                                
1 CHR Grammars (CHRG) is an implemented grammar system that al- lows highly flexible bottom-up analyses using rule-based constraint 
solv- ing techniques. (Henning, 2011) 
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Appendix – Test Results ??  
Introduction: The MOAS resource is available for free downloading from 
http://nlp.csai.tsinghua.edu.cn/download.php?filename=CBC.rar? the 100 samples MOASs 
are the first 100 MOASs of CBC corpus. Search query was made based on Sogou web search 
engine, http://www.sogou.com, ICTCLAS system online demo could be visited on link 
http://ictclas.org/ictclas_demo.html 
Example: 
1.个中立国          "0-2,1-4"      
* “个中立国” is a sample MOAS, “0-2,1-4” indicates that two potential words               
are in this MOAS, “0-2” – ?? is the first word, “1-4” ???? is another word.  
怎么挑起两个中立国间的战争 
* This is a sample sentence including the particular MOAS, 5－9 is the position of the 
MOAS in the sentence. The sentence is found by searching “个中立国” in google. Select 
the one which should be 1) a reasonable sentence, 2) “个中立国” is a MOAS in the 
sentece.   
怎么/挑起/两/个/中立国/间/的/战争/ 
* The reasonable segmentation of this sentence. (Manualy segmented based on my own 
knowledge) 
"两""个""中立国""间"      10,577 
"两""个中""立国""间"        8,280 
* Potential segmentations of the MOAS and neighbor words, following number is found 
results in search machine. The under-lined segmentation is the correct segmentation.  
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
* Result of the MOAS segmentation. 
ICTCLAS: ??/ryv ??/v ?/m ?/q ???/n ?/f ?/ude1 ??/n (correct) 
* Segmentation by ICTCLAS system, in the bracket () is the result (only evaluate the 
MOAS)   
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Test data start: 
1.个中立国          "0-2,1-4"      
怎么挑起两个中立国间的战争     
怎么／挑起／两／个／中立国／间／的／战争／ 
"两""个""中立国""间"      10,577 
"两""个中""立国""间"        8,280 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/ryv ??/v ?/m ?/q ???/n ?/f ?/ude1 ??/n (correct) 
 
2.俄国人            "0-2,1-3"      
大部分俄国人认为苏联解体本可避免        
大部分／俄国／人／认为／苏联／解体／本／可／避免／ 
"大部分""俄国""人""认为"  396,788 
"大部分""俄""国人""认为"  218,999 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:????/m ??/ns ?/n ??/v ??/ns ??/vi ?/d ?/v ??/v (correct) 
 
3.汽车工业经济      "0-2,1-3,2-4,3-5,4-6"   
2011 年上半年汽车工业经济运行情况 
2011／年／上半年／汽车／工业／经济／运行／情况／ 
"上半年""汽车""工业""经济""运行"         54,021 
"上半年""汽""车工""业经""济""运行"        3,889 
"上半年""汽车""工""业经""济""运行"        6,546 
"上半年""汽""车工""业""经济""运行"        1,048 
Results:?correct, 3 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:?2011?/m ???/t ??/n ??/n ????/n ??/n (different dictionary)?
 
4.顺应城市化        "0-2,1-3,2-5"   
中小城市如何顺应城市化发展    
中／小／城市／如何／顺应／城市化／发展／ 
"如何""顺应""城市化""发展"           240,600 
"如何""顺""应城""市化""发展"            7,534 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:?????/n ??/ryv ??/v ???/v ??/v (correct) 
 
5.海外汇报          "0-2,1-3,2-4"   
需要向海外汇报重大项目    
需要／向／海外／汇报／重大／项目／ 
"向""海外""汇报""重大"        348,252 
"向""海""外汇""报""重大"         7,360 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:???/v ?/p ??/s ??/v ??/a ??/n (correct) 
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6.去年度            "0-2,1-3"     
本地上市公司去年度全部盈利 
本地／上市／公司／去年／度／全部／盈利／ 
"公司""去年""度""全部"                      487,212 
"公司""去""年度""全部"                      382,502 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:???/rzs ??/vi ??/n ?/vf ??/n ??/m ??/n (incorrect) 
 
7.招商人马          "0-2,1-3,2-4"  
巨野县各路招商人马便南下北上     
巨野县／各路／招商／人马／便／南下／北上 
"各路""招商""人马""便"                 1,228 
"各路""招""商人""马""便"                 939 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:????/ns ??/r ??/vn ??/n ?/d ?/b ?/f ??/vi (correct) 
 
8.街头生活          "0-2,1-3,2-4"   
切实做好街头生活无着人员救助工作    
切实／做好／街头／生活／无／着／人员／救助／工作／ 
"做好""街头""生活""无着"        2,487 
"做好""街""头生""活""无着"          97 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:???/ad ??/v ??/s ??/vn ?/v ?/uzhe ??/n ??/vn ??/vn (correct) 
 
9.满目光彩          "0-2,1-3,2-4"      
携着那满目光彩照耀的彩霞 
携着／那／满目／光彩／照耀／的／彩霞／ 
"那""满目""光彩""照耀"       377,163 
"那""满""目光""彩""照耀"        8,135 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:??/v ?/uzhe ?/rzv ??/n ??/n ??/v ?/ude1 ??/n (correct) 
 
10.收购人和          "0-3,2-4"          
对收购人和上市公司进行监督检查 
对/收购人/和/上市/公司/进行/监督/检查/ 
"对""收购人""和""上市"              180 
"对""收购""人和""上市"       357,932 
Results:?wrong, 2 words are not correctly segmented. 
ICTCLAS:??/p ??/vn ?/n ?/cc ??/vn ??/n ??/vx ??/vn ??/vn (different 
dictionary) 
 
11.固有色相          "0-2,1-3,2-4"      
主要是环境色和固有色相混合 
主要／是／环境色／和／固有／色相／混合／ 
"和""固有""色相""混合"      27,511 
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"和""固""有色""相""混合"     8,073 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:???/d ?/vshi ??/n ?/ng ?/cc ??/b ??/n ?/x ?/v (correct) 
 
12.非法定单位        "0-2,1-3,2-4,3-5"   
工程中常用非法定单位换算 
工程／中／常用／非／法定／单位／换算／ 
"常用""非""法定""单位""换算"                    25,458 
"常用""非法""定单""位""换算"                         766 
"常用""非法""定""单位""换算"                    19,751 
Results:?correct, 3 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:???/n ?/f ?/d ?/p ???/b ????/n (different dictionary) 
 
13.如下文件          "0-2,1-3,2-4"   
申办因公护照应提供如下文件和材料    
申办／因公／护照／应／提供／如下／文件／和／材料／ 
"提供""如下""文件""和"                           460,749 
"提供""如""下文""件""和"                            7,682 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:???/v ?/p ?/b ??/n ?/v ??/v ??/vn ??/n ?/cc ??/n (correct) 
 
14.进行乞求          "0-2,1-3,2-4"   
若听完倾述再进行乞求拯救    
若／听／完／倾述／再／进行／乞求／拯救／ 
"再""进行""乞求""拯救"    207,197 
"再""进""行乞""求""拯救"     7,652 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:??/c ?/v ?/vi ?/vi ?/vg ?/d ??/vx ??/v ??/v (correct) 
 
15.国教本            "0-2,1-3"    
我们以国教本新教材的特点 
我们／以／国教／本／新教材／的／特点／ 
"以""国教""本""新"          8,384 
"以""国""教本""新"          2,711       
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:???/rr ?/p ??/n ?/rz ?/a ??/n ?/ude1 ??/n (correct) 
 
16.观察面对          "0-3,2-4"    
市场观察面对困惑 
市场／观察／面对／困惑／ 
"市场""观察""面对""困惑"           382,056 
"市场""观察面""对""困惑"           143,882       
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:???/n ??/v ??/v ??/an (correct) 
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17.病因明了          "0-2,1-3,2-4"      
是对病因明了的疾病采取的 
是／对／病因／明了／的疾病／采取／的／ 
"对""病因""明了""的疾病"           12,481 
"对""病""因明""了""的疾病"         7,889 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:??/vshi ?/p ??/n ??/v ?/ude1 ??/n ??/v ?/ude1 (correct) 
 
18.马奶制品          "0-2,1-4"   
那是一种马奶制品        
那／是／一种／马奶／制品／ 
"一种""马奶""制品"        4,646 
"一种""马""奶制品"        4,441 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS:??/rzv ?/vshi ?/m ??/n ???/n (incorrect) 
 
19.上书籍            "0-2,1-3"    
为理想插上书籍的翅膀       
为／理想／插／上／书籍／的／翅膀／ 
"插""上""书籍""的"     15,441 
"插""上书""籍""的"       8,120 
Results: correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/p ??/n ?/v ?/vf ??/n ?/ude1 ??/n (correct) 
 
20.劳动人事部        "0-2,1-3,2-5"      
中华人民共和国劳动人事部网站 
中华／人民／共和国／劳动／人事部／网站／ 
"共和国""劳动""人事部""网站"                    324,278 
"共和国""劳""动人""事部""网站"                     6,959 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ???????/ns ??/vn ???/nt ??/n (correct) 
 
21.乡下调            "0-2,1-3"  
老师从乡下调到县城         
老师／从／乡下／调／到／县城／ 
"从""乡下""调""到"      8,481 
"从""乡""下调""到"    11,626 
Results:?wrong, 2 words are not correctly segmented. 
ICTCLAS: ??/n ?/p ??/s ?/v ?/v ??/n (correct) 
 
22.良方向前进        "0-2,1-3,2-4,3-5"  
朝良方向前进 
朝／良／方向／前进／ 
"朝""良""方向""前进"    8,829 
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"朝""良方""向前""进"    7,772 
"朝""良方""向""前进"     7,846 
Results:?correct, 3 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/nr2 ??/n ??/vi (different dictionary) 
 
23.体制约            "0-2,1-3"   
词的体制约分为词牌等五个重点   
词/的/体制/约/分为/词牌/等/五/个/重点/ 
"的""体制""约""分为"    9,437 
"的""体""制约""分为"    8,692      
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/n ?/ude1 ??/n ?/d ??/v ??/n ?/udeng ?/m ?/q ??/n (correct) 
 
24.客人大幅度        "0-2,1-3,2-5"      
来自海外客人大幅度减少 
来自/海外/客人/大幅度/减少 
"海外""客人""大幅度""减少"         367,942 
"海外""客""人大""幅度""减少"        44,997 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/v ??/s ??/n ???/d ??/v (correct) 
 
25.不犯罪恶          "0-2,1-3,2-4"      
所以我绝对不犯罪恶 
所以/我/绝对/不犯/罪恶 
"绝对""不犯""罪恶"        437,012 
"绝对""不""犯罪""恶"         8,250 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/c ?/rr ??/d ?/d ?/v ??/n (different dictionary) 
 
26.编发信访          "0-2,1-3,2-4"   
杭州市江干区编发信访维稳安全生产工作案例    
杭州市/江干区/编发/信访/维稳/安全/生产/工作/案例/ 
"江干区""编发""信访""维稳"   114,390 
"江干区""编""发信""访""维稳"    8,870 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ???/ns ???/ns ??/v ??/n ?/vg ?/a ??/an ??/vn ??/vn ?/x ?
/n (correct) 
 
27.上书架            "0-2,1-3"   
桌上书架        
桌／上／书架 
"桌""上""书架"      28,069 
"桌""上书""架"        8,321 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/s ??/n (different dictionary) 
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28.会审判案          "0-2,1-3,2-4"      
no matched 
 
29.点播出海外        "0-2,1-3,2-4,3-5"   
no matched  
 
30.黑车马            "0-2,1-3"          
one word 
 
31.上书记            "0-2,1-3"  
在入党培训上书记发言         
在／入党／培训／上／书记／发言／ 
"培训""上""书记""发言"      376,335 
"培训""上书""记""发言"        59,619 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/p ??/vn ??/vn ?/f ??/n ??/vi (correct) 
 
32.人证明说亲耳      "0-2,1-3,2-4,3-5,4-6"   
有人证明说亲耳听到 
有／人／证明／说／亲耳／听到／ 
"有""人""证明""说""亲耳""听到"      8,784 
"有""人证""明说""亲耳""听到"          2,482 
"有""人证""明""说亲""耳""听到"       7,689 
"有""人""证明""说亲""耳""听到"       7,922 
Results:?correct, 4 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/r ??/v ??/vi ?/n ?/v ?/v (incorrect) 
?
33.修成家            "0-2,1-3"          
Not a MOAS 
 
34.渴求职业          "0-2,1-3,2-4"      
农民工渴求职业培训 
农民工/渴求/职业/培训/ 
"农民工""渴求""职业""培训"      19,873 
"农民工""渴""求职""业""培训"   31,749 
Results:?wrong, 2 words are not correctly segmented. 
ICTCLAS: ???/n ??/vn ??/n ??/vn (correct) 
 
35.通国语            "0-2,1-3" 
一个通国语的人          
一个/通/国语/的/人/ 
"一个""通""国语""的"       19,154 
"一个""通国""语""的"              12 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
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ICTCLAS: ?/m ?/q ?/a ??/n ?/ude1 ?/n (correct) 
?
36.家人口            "0-2,1-3"          
我们家人口多负担重 
我们/家/人口/多/负担/重/ 
"我们""家""人口""多"    16,750 
"我们""家人""口""多"      8,476 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/rr ?/q ??/n ?/a ???/n (correct) 
 
37.主任何干          "0-2,1-3,2-4" 
与主任何干 
与/主任/何干/    
"与""主任""何干"          86,162 
"与""主""任何""干"         8,741 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/p ??/n ??/vi (correct) 
?
38.江湖绿林          "0-2,1-3,2-4" 
谁不知道江湖绿林人物想要讨个出身      
谁/不/知道/江湖/绿林/人物/想/要/讨个/出身/ 
"知道""江湖""绿林""人物"                346,725 
"知道""江""湖绿""林""人物"                 8,128 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/ry ?/d ??/v ??/n ??/n ??/n ?/v ?/v ?/v ?/q ??/v (correct) 
 
39.掺假手段          "0-2,1-3,2-4"  
冬虫夏草掺假手段层出不穷     
冬虫夏草/掺假/手段/层出不穷/ 
"冬虫夏草""掺假""手段""层出不穷"        764 
"冬虫夏草""掺""假手""段""层出不穷"     513 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ????/n ??/vi ??/n ????/vl (correct) 
 
40.军民航班机        "0-2,1-3,2-4,3-5"   
43 年 30 万架次军民航班机平安起降 
43/年/30/万/架次/军/民航/班机/平安/起降/ 
"架次""军""民航""班机""平安"      1,223 
"架次""军民""航班""机""平安"    40,256 
"架次""军民""航""班机""平安"         830 
Results:?wrong, 3 words are not correctly segmented. 
ICTCLAS: 43?/m 30/m ?/m ??/qv ?/n ??/n ??/n ??/ad ??/vi (correct) 
41.乡下等            "0-2,1-3"  
在乡下等老爸钓鱼吃         
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在/乡下/等/老爸/钓鱼/吃/ 
"在""乡下""等""老爸"           8,487 
"在""乡""下等""老爸"           6,461 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/p ??/s ?/udeng ?/a ?/n ??/vi ?/v (correct) 
 
42.明朝日益          "0-2,1-3,2-4"  
而明朝日益腐败    
而/明朝/日益/腐败/ 
"而""明朝""日益""腐败"       355,942 
"而""明""朝日""益""腐败"        5,844 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/cc ??/t ??/d ??/an (correct) 
 
43.金属相互          "0-2,1-3,2-4"    
激光与金属相互作用   
激光/与/金属/相互/作用/ 
"与""金属""相互""作用"      395,609 
"与""金""属相""互""作用"       7,826 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/n ?/cc ??/n ????/nl (different dictionary) 
?
44.当前驱动器        "0-2,1-3,2-5"   
输入当前驱动器的当前卷标 
输入/当前/驱动器/的/当前/卷标/ 
"输入""当前""驱动器""的"    336,766 
"输入""当""前驱""动器""的"     7,459 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/v ??/t ???/n ?/ude1 ??/t ??/n (correct) 
   
45.作品味道          "0-2,1-3,2-4"      
这部都市作品味道应该会淡一些 
这部/都市/作品/味道/应该/会/淡/一些/ 
"都市""作品""味道""应该"        487,647 
"都市""作""品味""道""应该"     132,951 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/r ??/n ??/n ??/n ??/v ?/v ?/x ??/mq (correct) 
 
46.各种子弹          "0-2,1-3,2-4"   
请问中国各种子弹的弹头颜色代表什么子弹 
请问/中国/各种/子弹/的/弹头/颜色/代表/什么/子弹/ 
"中国""各种""子弹""的"       423,456 
"中国""各""种子""弹""的"        7,760 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
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ICTCLAS: ??/v ??/ns ??/rz ??/n ?/ude1 ??/n ??/n ??/n ??/ry ??/n 
(correct) 
?
47.历来看不起        "0-2,1-3,2-5"   
上海人历来看不起外地人 
上海人/历来/看不起/外地人/ 
"上海人""历来""看不起""外地人"   96,410 
"上海人""历""来看""不起""外地人" 7,641 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/ns ?/n ??/d ???/v ???/n (correct) 
 
48.体制造            "0-2,1-3"     
not a MOAS 
 
49.何等角色          "0-2,1-3,2-4"  
法制在现代社会中扮演何等角色     
法制/在/现代/社会/中/扮演/何等/角色/ 
"扮演""何等""角色"           274,883 
"扮演""何""等角""色"            8,577 
Results:?correct, 2correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/n ?/p ??/t ??/n ?/f ??/v ??/r ??/n (correct) 
 
50.帝号称            "0-2,1-3"          
继立的子樱贬去帝号称秦王 
继立/的/子樱/贬去/帝号/称/秦王/ 
"贬去""帝号""称""秦王"       8,964    
"贬去""帝""号称""秦王"       8,731 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/nr2 ?/ude1 ?/ng ?/ng ?/v ?/vf ?/ng ??/v ??/nr (incorrect) 
?
51.人意欲            "0-2,1-3"    
那些夸大事实的人意欲何为       
那些/夸大/事实/的/人/意欲/何为/ 
"的""人""意欲""何为"   132,517 
"的""人意""欲""何为"     229 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/rz ??/v ??/n ?/ude1 ?/n ??/v ?/ry ?/v (correct) 
 
52.解放军机动        "0-3,2-4,3-5"   
解放军机动演练打破惯例    
解放军/机动/演练/打破/惯例/ 
"解放军""机动""演练"     256,586 
"解放""军机""动""演练"     13,575 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ???/n ??/b ??/vn ??/v ??/n (correct) 
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53.生理想            "0-2,1-3"       
我生理想结婚心理却恐婚 
我/生理/想/结婚/心理/却/恐婚/ 
"我""生理""想""结婚"     9,559 
"我""生""理想""结婚"   10,292   
Results:?wrong, 2 words are not correctly segmented. 
ICTCLAS: ?/rr ?/v ??/n ??/vn ??/n ?/d ?/vg ?/ng (incorrect) 
 
54.工艺品系列        "0-3,2-4,3-5"    
光之明工艺品系列小车储钱罐   
光之明/工艺品/系列/小车/储钱罐/ 
"光之明""工艺品""系列""小车"     4 
"光之明""工艺""品系""列""小车"  3 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/n ?/uzhi ?/tg ???/n ??/q ??/n ?/vg ?/n ?/ng (correct) 
?
55.外长亲切          "0-2,1-3,2-4" 
与俄罗斯外长亲切会晤     
与/俄罗斯/外长/亲切/会晤/ 
"俄罗斯""外长""亲切""会晤"     16,856 
"俄罗斯""外""长亲""切""会晤"     6,534 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/p ???/nsf ??/n ??/ad ??/v (correct) 
 
56.燃料油料          "0-3,2-4"    
燃料油料难以摆脱弱势局面     
燃料/油料/难以/摆脱/弱势/局面/ 
"燃料""油料""难以"    104,121 
"燃料油""料""难以"      63,088 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/n ??/n ??/d ??/v ??/n ??/n (correct) 
?
57.淋巴结核病        "0-3,2-5" 
淋巴结核病如何治疗 
淋巴/结核病/如何/治疗/ 
"淋巴""结核病""如何"   236,067 
"淋巴结""核病""如何"           212 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/n ???/n ??/ryv ??/v (correct) 
?
 
58.海龙舟            "0-2,1-3"        
one word 
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59.边线路            "0-2,1-3"          
not a MOAS 
 
60.今年年会          "0-2,1-3,2-4"      
开始惦记今年年会了 
开始/惦记/今年/年会/了/ 
"惦记""今年""年会""了"    82,275 
"惦记""今""年年""会""了"    7,463 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/v ??/v ??/t ??/n ?/y (correct) 
?
61.老太爷们          "0-3,2-4"          
one word 
 
62.脱出身            "0-2,1-3"          
one word 
 
63.真切切            "0-2,1-3"          
one word 
 
64.矫正色盲          "0-2,1-3,2-4"    
色盲眼镜可以矫正色盲吗   
色盲/眼镜/可以/矫正/色盲/吗/ 
"可以""矫正""色盲""吗"   170,303 
"可以""矫""正色""盲""吗"     7,648 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/n ??/n ??/v ??/v ??/n ?/y (correct) 
?
65.文职官名额        "0-2,1-3,2-4,3-5"   
no matched 
 
66.华东师大计算机    "0-4,3-5,4-7"      
华东师大计算机研究所 
华东师大/计算机/研究所/ 
"华东师大""计算机""研究所"     24,956 
"华东师""大计""算机""研究所"             1 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ????/n ???/n ???/n (correct) 
 
67.人身价百倍        "0-2,1-5"    
一个政策可让人身价百倍       
一个/政策/可/让/人/身价百倍/ 
"可""让""人""身价百倍"     3,716 
"可""让""人身""价百倍"           17 
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Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/m ?/q ??/n ?/v ?/v ?/n ??/n ?/m ?/q (different dictionary) 
 
68.主持家庭          "0-2,1-3,2-4"  
我主持家庭会议    
我/主持/家庭/会议/ 
"我""主持""家庭""会议"     435,807 
"我""主""持家""庭""会议"       7,582 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/rr ??/v ??/n ??/n (correct) 
?
69.卫生理化          "0-2,1-3,2-4"    
食品卫生理化检验 
食品/卫生/理化/检验箱/ 
"食品""卫生""理化""检验"   182,908 
"食品""卫""生理""化""检验"   68,123 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/n ??/an ??/n ??/v (correct) 
 
70.超过世界市场价格  "0-2,1-3,2-6,4-7,6-8"   
已经超过世界市场价格很多 
已经/超过/世界/市场/价格/很多/ 
"已经""超过""世界""市场""价格""很多"     187,742 
"已经""超过""世界""市场价""格""很多"       37,421 
"已经""超""过世""界""市场""价格""很多"     88,763 
"已经""超""过世""界""市场价""格""很多"       2,942 
Results:?correct, 4 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/d ??/v ??/n ??/n ??/n ??/m (correct) 
?
71.面肥水            "0-2,1-3"   
one word 
 
72.黑店主            "0-2,1-3"     
揭露推卸责任黑店主真面目 
揭露/推卸/责任/黑/店主/真面目/ 
"责任""黑""店主""真面目"    46,793      
"责任""黑店""主""真面目"  339,242 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/v ??/v ??/n ?/a ??/n ???/n (correct) 
 
73.奥运会后          "0-3,2-4"    
他将在明年伦敦奥运会后退役       
他/将在/明年/伦敦/奥运会/后/退役/ 
"伦敦""奥运会""后""退役"   161,392 
"伦敦""奥运""会后""退役"           810 
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Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/rr ?/d ?/p ??/t ??/nsf ???/n ?/f ??/vi (correct) 
?
74.空中看            "0-2,1-3"     
从空中看地球    
从/空中/看/地球/ 
"从""空中""看""地球"      10,762 
"从""空""中看""地球"         7,791   
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/p ??/s ?/v ??/n (correct) 
 
75.脱水稻            "0-2,1-3"          
one word 
 
76.监考官            "0-2,1-3"          
one word 
 
77.日本文本          "0-2,1-3,2-4"     
以显示日本文本使用 
以/显示/日本/文本/使用/ 
"显示""日本""文本""使用"    355,476 
"显示""日""本文""本""使用"  128,219 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words.  
ICTCLAS: ?/p ??/v ??/nsf ??/n ??/v  (correct) 
?
78.互相接连          "0-2,1-3,2-4"    
就是互相接连在一起   
就是/互相/接连/在/一起/ 
"就是""互相""接连""在"    450,031 
"就是""互""相接""连""在"      9,004 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/d ?/vshi ??/d ??/d ?/p ??/s (correct) 
 
79.童子口            "0-2,1-3"        
忌童子口出不吉祥之言   
忌/童子/口/出/不吉祥/之言/ 
"忌""童子""口""出"     8,053 
"忌""童""子口""出"     7,224 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/v ??/n ?/n ?/vf ?/d ??/n ?/uzhi ?/ng (correct) 
?
80.握手语            "0-2,1-3"      
公关沟通中如何使用握手语才是恰当的     
公关/沟通/中/如何/使用/握手/语/才是/恰当的/ 
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"使用""握手""语""才是"     7,989 
"使用""握""手语""才是"          84 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/n ??/v ?/f ??/ryv ??/v ??/vi ?/ng ?/d ?/vshi ??/a ?/ude1 
(correct) 
 
81.带动人气          "0-2,1-3,2-4"      
创业板走强带动人气筑底谨防反复 
创业板/走强/带动/人气/筑底/谨防/反复/ 
"走强""带动""人气""筑底"    53,508 
"走强""带""动人""气""筑底"       406 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/vi ?/ng ?/v ?/ng ??/v ??/n ?/v ?/f ??/v ??/d (correct) 
 
82.他指出道教        "0-2,1-3,2-4,3-5"   
他指出道教文化的优点 
他/指出/道教/文化/的/优点/ 
"他""指出""道教""文化"   323,228 
"他指""出""道教""文化"       7,989 
"他指""出道""教""文化"       8,042 
Results:?correct, 3 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/rr ??/v ??/nz ??/n ?/ude1 ??/n (correct) 
 
83.课外办班          "0-2,1-3,2-4"   
关于在职教师课外办班问题 
关于/在职/教师/课外/办班/问题/ 
"教师""课外""办班""问题"      34,817 
"教师""课""外办""班""问题"    40,415 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/p ??/vn ??/n ??/t ??/vi ??/n (correct) 
 
84.指摘录取          "0-2,1-3,2-4"      
no matched 
 
85.还有线索          "0-2,1-3,2-4"    
至少我还有线索找回曾经   
至少/我/还有/线索/找回/曾经/ 
"我""还有""线索""找回"      369,731 
"我""还""有线""索""找回"        7,663 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/d ?/rr ??/v ??/n ??/v ??/d (correct) 
?
86.辐照理疗          "0-2,1-3,2-4"  
它还可用于辐照理疗     
它/还/可/用于/辐照/理疗/ 
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"用于""辐照""理疗"    15,113 
"用于""辐""照理""疗"    7,851 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/rr ?/d ?/v ??/v ??/n ??/vn (correct) 
 
87.内难以上场        "0-2,1-3,2-4,3-5"   
博阿滕在国家队中重伤短期内难以上场 
博阿滕/在/国家队/中/重伤/短期/内/难以/上场/ 
"短期""内""难以""上场"    469,250 
"短期""内难""以上""场"           317 
Results:?correct, 3 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ???/nrf ?/p ???/n ?/b ??/n ??/b ?/f ??/d ??/vi (correct) 
?
88.粤东海区          "0-2,1-3,2-4"  
联合巡航力保两会期间粤东海区和谐稳定     
联合/巡航/力保/两会/期间/粤/东海/区/和谐/稳定/ 
"期间""粤""东海""区""和谐"  53,211 
"期间""粤东""海区""和谐"     20,074 
Results:?correct, 3 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/vd ??/vi ??/v ??/n ??/f ??/s ??/n ??/an ??/an  (incorrect) 
?
89.榆林区域          "0-2,1-3,2-4"     
招聘榆林区域销售经理 
招聘/榆林/区域/销售/经理 
"招聘""榆林""区域""销售"        160,832 
"招聘""榆""林区""域""销售"     104,367 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/v ??/ns ??/n ??/vn ??/n (correct) 
 
90.传回报            "0-2,1-3"          
not a MOAS 
 
91.其后天机          "0-2,1-3,2-4"      
其后天机禅师删其繁芜 
其后/天机/禅师/删/其/繁芜/ 
"其后""天机""禅师"    523,278 
"其""后天""机""禅师"      7,664 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/t ??/n ??/n ?/v ?/rz ??/a (correct) 
92.路上身体          "0-2,1-3,2-4"  
创业路上身体比事业更重要   
创业/路上/身体/比/事业/更/重要/ 
"创业""路上""身体""比"    401,079 
"创业""路""上身""体""比"      7,812 
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Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/vi ??/s ??/n ?/p ??/n ?/d ??/a (correct) 
 
93.电磁学分别称为    "0-3,2-4,3-5,4-6,5-7"   
近代的牛顿力学和电磁学分别称为古典力学 
近代的/牛顿/力学/和/电磁学/分别/称为/古典/力学/ 
"和""电磁学""分别""称为""古典"     116,677 
"和""电磁""学分""别""称为""古典"   106,038 
"和""电磁""学分""别称""为""古典"        212 
Results:?correct, 3 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/t ?/ude1 ??/nrf ??/n ?/cc ???/n ??/d ??/v ??/b ??/n 
(correct) 
 
94.认出使            "0-2,1-3"          
在电话中能被客户认出使我想到了话务 
在/电话/中/能/被/客户/认出/使/我/想到/了/话务/ 
"客户""认出""使""我"     8,164 
"客户""认""出使""我"      6,014 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/p ??/n ?/f ?/v ?/pbei ??/n ??/v ?/v ?/rr ??/v ?/ule ?/n ?/vg 
(correct) 
?
95.复发问题          "0-2,1-3,2-4"   
你被白癜风复发问题困扰了吗    
你/被/白癜风/复发/问题/困扰/了/吗/ 
"白癜风""复发""问题""困扰"     135,060 
"白癜风""复""发问""题""困扰"   121,607 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/rr ?/pbei ???/n ??/vi ??/n ??/v ?/ule ?/y (correct) 
 
96.水库区域          "0-2,1-3,2-4"  
丹江口水库区域历史地理研究     
丹江口/水库/区域/历史/地理/研究 / 
"丹江口""水库""区域""历史"    61,082 
"丹江口""水""库区""域""历史"   7,706 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ???/ns ??/n ??/n ??/n ??/n ??/vn (correct) 
 
97.和平民进行        "0-2,1-3,2-4,3-5"   
日军对俘虏和平民进行刺杀 
日军/对/俘虏/和/平民/进行/刺杀 
"俘虏""和""平民""进行""刺杀"     99,620 
"俘虏""和平""民""进行""刺杀"   138,133 
"俘虏""和平""民进""行""刺杀"          793 
Results:?wrong, 3 words are not correctly segmented. 
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ICTCLAS: ??/n ?/p ??/n ?/cc ??/n ??/vx ??/vn (correct) 
 
98.和田间            "0-2,1-3"   
土壤测试和田间试验的功效        
土壤/测试/和/田间/试验/的/功效/ 
"测试""和""田间""试验"   125,057 
"测试""和田""间""试验"      34,964 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ??/n ??/vn ?/cc ??/s ??/vn ?/ude1 ??/n (correct) 
?
99.同学联合会        "0-2,1-3,2-5"   
陕西省广东同学联合会    
陕西省/广东/同学/联合会/ 
"广东""同学""联合会"    259,256 
"广东""同""学联""合会"      7,791 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ???/ns ??/ns ??/n ???/n (correct) 
 
100.以外部分          "0-2,1-3,2-4"    
医保报销额度以外部分怎么解决   
医保/报销/额度/以外/部分/怎么/解决/ 
"额度""以外""部分""怎么"    336,283 
"额度""以""外部""分""怎么" 156,727 
Results:?correct, 2 correctly segmented words. 
ICTCLAS: ?/ng ?/v ??/v ??/n ??/f ??/n ??/ryv ??/v (correct) 
?
?
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